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INTRODUCTION

After all pertinent factors are considered and

the purpose and product for which a stand of timber

is to be placed under management has been decided

upon, three fundamental questions in planning stand

management must be answered. These questions are:

l. What constitutes full stocking for this
stand under the plan proposed?

2., Does the stand need a thinning treatment
at present and if it does, then to what
degree?

3. When will the stand need treatment in- the
future and to what degree will it be?

The economically uncontrollable factors affect-

ing a timber stand are the site factors of climate

(such as temperature, light, and exposure), moisture,

and soil (depth, profile, nutrients, and draingge).

It must be noted here that this is a mere listing of

some of the site factors and that actually many of

these are closely interrelated such as climate with

soil amd moisture with temperature, exposure, and

drainage. Management plans must be constructed so

as to fit these uncontrollable. factors as favorably
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as possible economically and socially.

The controllable factors available in forest

management are density, age, position in the stand,

form, and to a limited extent species. The density

factor is the m&st important controllable factor

in management and is the chief means by which fre-

quency and degree of stand cutting treatments are

planned. It is in terms of density, or spacing

and size of trees in a timber stand, that correct

amounts .of growing stock are computed. Therefore,

much effort in years past has been devoted to the

study and measurement of density or stocking in

stands,

YIELD TABLES IN FOREST MANAGEAENT

The need for an easily applicable guide for

quick determinations in the field of proper stock-

ing in uniformly stocked, even-aged stands has-

steadily increased, For/nany years it was hoped

by technically trained forest managers that yield

tables would be the answer, but they have proved

to be unsatisfactory for reasons discussed below.

The stand density factor, even though so important

in forest management, still requires much research

work. Foresters cannot agree on concrete demarca-

tions for overstocked, fully stocked, and under-



stocked stands. The great obstacle to this in the -

United States is the lack of a workable definition

of stocking range. This fact has particularly affected

the reliability of yield tables in this country. In

compiling the original data for yield tables many over-

stocked stands were included with resultant low average

stand diameters where suppressed trees were erroneously

included as growing stock. This inclusion of overstocked

stands causes yield tables to indicate a higher degree

of stocking than actually occurs in nature in stands

just fully stocked. Also, some plots of species weak

in expression of height dominance and. stagnated in

height growth by overcrowding were included in the

data as. a lower site class. The result has been unex-

plainable differences between yield tables of closely

similar species that should normally be quite comparable

in many characteristics.

An example of the inconsistencies in y&eld tables

is graphically shown in Figurel. Tables 1 and 10 of

U.S.D.A. Technical Bulletin Number .142 entitled Yields

of Second Growth Spuce and Fir in the Northeast were

used in constructing this graph. These two original

tables in the bulletin were constructeiy plotting age

as the independent variable, the abscissa, with -the

other data plotted. as dependent variables, In the
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graph of Figure 1 height, fro* Table I of the bulletin,

was plotted as the independent variable with volume,

from Table 2 of the bulletin, as the dependent variable.

Statistically this is not correct for reading specific

data from the graph because field data was originally

curved over age, but the principle is sound for show-

ing the trend of harmonious relationship between the

curves of the site indexes. Note in Figure -1 that all

site indexes fit harmoniously into a trend except for

site index 30 which definitely does not conform with

the trend, The site index 30 line above twenty-seven

feet in height seems to remain somewhere in the middle

of the field of plotted curves. This is because data

was not gathered for cubic foot volume of trees smaller

than the four inch diameter breast high class. In site

index 30 this meant a far higher percentage of volume

not recorded than that whichwas not recorded in the

other site indexes that are greater producers. Table 8

of the bulletin shows the number of trees per a cre in

site index 30 constantly increasing throughout the table

and even at 110 years of age. The other site indexes

decrease in number of trees per acre early with site

index 40, the next poorest site, showing a marked de-

crease in number at the age of 70 years. These obser-

vations indicate that perhaps the original data for
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site index 30 included some overcrowded and stagnated

plots and was not entirely compiled from normal, fully

stocked stands. It is a difficult assignment to deter-

mine on a plot what numbers of the existing size trees

that site can actually support without the stand becom-

ing overcrowded. Poorev>.sites have lower ability to

support populations of plants, and consequently over-

crowding occurs easily and is more difficult to detect.

Yield tables have further disadvantagds in the

United States in that they are often unavailable or

inapplicable for use in stand management. They are

often akwqrd to use and offer even more difficulties

when the site index of the stand to be put under manage-

ment does not fall near the median of one of the site

index bandw in the yield table. Furthermore, present

yield tables in the United States are based on natural

stands accepted as the "normal"A Stands will depart

more and more from this assumed normal as they pro-

gressively undergo thinning treatments. Well managed

stands will be slightly understocked through most 'of

their life, and will have greater growth in the crop

trees than the "normal" yield tables can predict.

Another drawback in the use of yield tables is that

they cannot be easily applied when making management

decisions in the field and "on the spot' for individual
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groups of uniformly stocked, even-aged timber stands

within a. general forest area.

NUMERICAL EXPRESSIONS OF STAND STOCKING IN MANAGEMENT

The actual determination of what really consti-

tutes understocked, fully stocked, and overstocked

stands under a particular management plan *ust be

made in measurable and easily applicable terms. This

is neceasary before it is possible to arrive at well

substantiated decisions on frequency and degree of

stand thinning treatments. Definite, quantitatively

measured data must be had to support the loose terms

such as "fully stocked" and "overstocked" that are

used to indicate stand stocking. Obherwise, a concise

and objective plan of good reliability cannot be form-

ulated, and clear, unmistakable orders for the conduct

of the thinning operations cannot be constructed without

a.great amount of study and experience in the limited

area under consideration.

There are three quantitative units available for

measuring. stocking: 1). nu$ber of trees per unit ground

area, 2) stand volume per unit ground area, and 3) stand

basal area per unit gbound area. Number of trees per

unit area is obviously not a good method, per se, as

there is no indication of either tree sine or vo~ume
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on the area. Volume per unit area does not show the

real distribution of volume among age classes in the

stand, and it can lead to particularly erroneous con-

clusions in using board Root volumes for young stands

just before and just after reaching a size for tally-

ing merchantable volumes. Basal area per unit ground

area (acre) is quicker and easier to obtain than vol-

ume , is at the same time a good reflection of volume,

and makes a good portrayal of stand stocking.

To fulfill the need for an easily applied and prac-

tical figure as a guide in the quick, on-tbe-spot de-

termination of proper stocking in uniformly stocked,

even-aged stands, the following mebhods have been de-

vised: the spacing figure, spacing factor, and the

height factor.

The use of basal area per acre which was described

above as having good possibilities in the nurerical

portrayal of stand stocking is incorporated in the ap-

plication of the first two of these mebhods. All three

figures portray stand stocking in a concise numerical

expression. In this thesis the spacing factor will be

emphasized over the spacing figure since the former is

actually a further development of the latter, embody-

ing all the principled and possessing superior quali-

ties over the latter. Therefore, this thesis will be
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primarily concerned with the height factor versus the

spacing factor.

Relatively few contributions to these methods

have been made because of' the brief history of these

numerical expressions of stand stocking. It is the

purpose of the author in writing this -thesis to set

forth the first full discussion of these methods in

one work, to discover and compare the advantages and

disadvantages each has over the others., and to make

further contributions in the application of these

three methods.



THE SPACING FIGURE, SPACING FACTOR, AND HEIGHT FACTOR

AS TOOLS IN FOREST MANAGEIMNT
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THE SPACING FIGURE

The spacing figure is. defined as the average

distance between tree stems, D, in the uniformly

stocked, even-aged stand divided by the diameter of

the average tree stem, d., of the stand, both being

expressed in terms of the same distance unit. (1)

Spacing figure : D/d

In utilizing the land to its fullest capacity,

a complete tree-crown cover over ground area is nor-

mally required. This theory is employed in computing

the formula for the spacing figure. The conedption

that in uniformly stocked, even-aged'stands tree

crowns can be considered as filling out squares whose

sides are equal to the distance between tree stems

is also fundamental in the development of the spacing

figure formula. The derivation of the spacing figure

equation can be followed on pages 27 and 28 of Manage-

ment of American Forests by Donald M. Matthews. The

spacing figure formula Is as follows:

L. Matthews, Donald M9.9, Ma ement of American
Forests, McGraw-Hill Book CompanTIncorporated,
1935, pe 26o



185
D/d

BA

The spacing figure was devised to answer the

need for a more easily applied figure as a guide in

quick determination of .stand stocking. However,

this method was still slightly awkward to use in

the field for making quick decisions, an important

factor particularly to consulting foresters hired

to draw up management plans of large tracts of tim-

ber in only. a few days. Therefore, the spacing fac-

tor has recently been developed as an improvement

over the spacing figure for use in forest management

work.
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TBE SPACING FACTOR

The spacing factor is defined as the average

distance between tree stems in feet, D, in a uni-

formly stocked, even-aged stand divided by the aver-

age tree stem diameter breast high in inches. A sim-

plification over the spacing figure is at once noted

in the fact that. the numerator and the denominator

need not be converted into common distance inits.

furthermore, its mathematical relationship to basal

area per acre can be solved,and a relationship table

can be.easily constructed for making quick conversion

to basal area per acre.. Most ifportant, it can be

used quickly and directly for making "on the spot"

determinations for present and future treatments of

a uniformly stocked, even-aged stand if the correct

full-stocking spacing factor for that stand has been

decided upon, with the stand's purpose in consider-

ation. Basal area in itself can then be ignored,.as

it is represented in the spacing factor and stand

stocking can be measured directly by this si$ple,

numerical expression. A person with relatively
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little .experience can be taught to estimate with

sufficient accuracy for constructing management

plans the average distance between tree/stems in

feet and the average diameter breast high of tree

stems in inches in a uniformly stocked, even-aged

timber stand immediately about him in the field.

To have him attempt b estimate directly with any

reasonable accuracy the kasal area per acre repre-

sented in a particular stand to determine stand

stocking would be quite another and far more diffi-

cult problem.

The relationship between crown and stem, funda-

mental in this method, cannot be relied upon unless

the trees in the stand are thirty or more feet in

height and of sufficient age so that the crown-stem

diameter ratio will remain relatively constant there-

after. The crown-stem diameter ratio may lessen

finally when the stand becomes very old,for the trees

will continue to add stem diameter growth with no

relative increase in crown spread.(2) The dominant

and codominant trees in the stand must have definitely

developed pole stemsbefore the crown-stem relationship

2. Ibid, p.29.
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is stDvng enough for sufficiently accurate work,

The spacing factor wxpressed in formula form

is as follows:
F D,"diameter"of crown or distance

SF =between stems in feet
d, diameter of stem breast high

in inches

THE SPACING FACTOR -BASAL AREA FORMULA

The mathematical relationship between the spac-

ing factor and basal area per acre must now be deter-.

ftined. This spacing factor formula was computed by

Professor Donald M. Matthews of the School of Forestry

and Conservation, University of Michigan, in develop-

ing the spacing factor as a tool in forest management.

This original derivagion of the formula will be described

later. The author of this thesis developed another

method for computing the spacing factor formula, The

author soived for the corresponding basal areas of

several spacing factor values with an assuded constant

average stem diameter.breast high of 12 inches, These

results were plotted on logarithmic graph paper. The

plotted values formed a simple straight line on the

logarithmic paper, and the author computed the equation

of the line. The resulting equation shows the relation-

ship between the spacing factor of a uniformly stocked,

even-aged stand and the stand's basal area per acre.
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This spacing factor-basal area equation was com-

puted in the following manner:

by definition SF D/d

Let d be a constant of 12 inches.

Let SF = 4.5

Then 4.5 = D/12

D = 54

The area of an acre is. 43,560 square feet, As stated

above, when the acre is considered as a wholetree

crowns can be thought of as filling out squares whose

sides are equal to the average distance between stems.

Thus, the number of trees per acre in this case can

be computed as follows:

43,560 = number of trees per acre
DP-

4560
number of 12" trees per

54 acre when the spacing
factor equals 4.5

43,560
14.938 trees per acre

2,916

The basal area in square feet of each individual

12 inch (1 foot) tree is equal to TI d and is com-
4

puted as follows

Tr d = 3,1416 x 12 0.785 sq.ft.
44

The -basal area per acre for the above given values thus
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becomes:

basal area per tree x no. trees = basal area

per acre per acre

0.785 square feet x 14.938 = 11.733 square
feet basal

area per acre

This is the first Value to be plotted on the logarith-

mic graph paper in Figure 2. The computations -for

other values to be plotted are as follows:

let SF = 3

then SF = D
d

3 D/12

D = 36 feet

43,560 43,560 33.611 trees per
acre

36 1,296

0.785 square feet x 33.611 trees = 26.398
per tree per acre sq.ft.

B.A.

Let SF = 2

then 2 = D
.12

D 24 feet

43 560 = 43560 = 75.625 trees per acre
24-z576

0.785 square feet x 75.625 59.396 square
feet basal area
per acre
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Let

then

Le.t

then

SF 1

1 = D
12

D = 12feet

43 560 = 43,560 = 302.500 trees per acre
12 - 144

0.785 square x 302.500 = 237.584 square
feet feet basal area

per acre

SF = 0.5

0.5 D
~12

D = 6feet

6 43560 1,210 trees per acre6z ~36 .

0.785 square feet x 1,210= 950.334 square
feet basal area
per acre

The degree of accuracy to which the above values are

carried out is necessary for the careful comp~dition

of the spacing factor-basal area formula, and is not

necessary in the normal use of appbying these.methods

-in practical stand management. Also, these assumed

spacing factors for plotting the points in Figure 2

are theoretical in orddr to get the maximum range of

values for the graph. The assumed spacing factor of

0.5 for one point of the graph could hardly be found
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in nature,

The equation of the straight line now plotted on

the graph in Figure 2 can be computed by the use of

logarithms. First, it can be noted that since the

points fall in a straight line on the logarithmic

graph, the equation is of the second degree. The

equation of the line takes the form

log SF= alog BA+ log k,

letting "a" and "k" be constants and "BA" repre-

sent basal area per acre.

The solution for constants "a" and Ilk"is

as follows:

where SF = 3, BA = 26.398

SF,= 1, BA =237.584

Using the logarithms of these, the observation equa-

tions become

0.47712 = 1.42160. a 4 log k

0.00000 = 2.37585 a + log k

Solving these simultaneous equations gives

a = -0.5000

log k = 1.187925

Insetting these values into the logarithmic straight

line equation gives

log SF = 0.5000 log BA + 1.187925
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The antilog of 1.187905 is 15.414 and the final

equa tion .becomes

SF = 15A4l4 or 15.4

fBA BA_

Also

BA = 15.41

SF2

BA= 2Z7.47

SF 2

For a ny given basal a rea pei/acre the spacing factor

can now be computed and -vice versa,

The following is the original solution for the

basal area/relationship of thespacing factor as pre-

sentedby Professor Donald M.Matthews in his class-

room lectures of 1946 and 1947:

ley d = average diameter breast high in inches

let a = constant to be added to diameter breast
high to equal the avdrage spacing of
trees in feet

and SPD= D=R+c = d+ =l+c
d d d d d

Then t he f ormula becomea:

number of trees per acre = 43,560 square feet
per acre

(d+)

. basal area per tree in.- d' =0005454 d
square feet d 4=.044

144
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I
basal area = number of trees x 0.005454
per acre per acre

let BA = basal area pe /acre in.square fee

therefore, substituting:

BA = 43560 x 0.005454 d
(d- -+ g

BA = 237.5 d2

BA= 15.4 d2

Taking the square root of both sides, the equation

becomes.

a

t,

15.4 d - BA
d+c

and the procedure for isolating and solving for the

constant., C, isas follows:

15.4 d = ( f x d) ( x )

~x =154d - x d)

and since

SF = 1 +

SF 1+

c

a.A

Cancelling the dIs from the fraction gives

SF =l± 15.4 YBA

fBA



This equation is the formula for the use of the

spacing factor as presented by Professor Matthews.(3)

The spacing factor formula developed by the

author is SF= 15.4 and appears superficially to

be slightly different than t he presently known and

used formula SF= l+ 154- BA . However, these

fBA.

two equations must be equal if they are both correct,

The a uthor discovered that the formula presented

by Professor Matthews was actually not in its most

simplified form, The author simplified this formula

algebraicly as follows.

SF= 1.+ 35.4 -fBA

and putting all the right hand side of t he equation

over a common denominator gives

SF=(I1x BA + 15.4 - BA

A l 
BA

SF = BA +15.. 4 4BA

BA

3. Matthews, Donald M., The Spacing Factor as a.
Criterion of the Density of Stockin in Stands,
a mimeographed lecture paper., 1947, p.1.



Cancelling the 'BA Is produces the same equation the

author arrived at by the graphical method and is

SF = 15.4

BA

This formula can be arrived at in still another

manner, By definition the spacing figure equals D
d

with both numerator and denominator in a common dis-

tance unit. The numerator "D" mu b be multiplied by

12 to convert crown diameter from feet to inches, In

the spacing factor formula, SF = , by definition

d

no conversion is needed. Therefore, to make these two

equations equal the spacing factor equation must be

multiplied by 12 as follows:

12 x D the spacing D the spacing
d factor d figure

The spacing figure-basal/a rea formula was earlier

stated to be

Spacing figure = 185

BA

Substituting the spacing factor gives 12 xD=85

D 185 1-
dd

l2o

SF = 15.4



For quick conversion from basal area per acre to

the spacing factor and vice versa, the spacing factor-

basal area formula is employed for basal area values

ranging from thirty square feet per acre to two hun-

dred dquare feet per acre, and the respective spacing

factors are computed. These. results are presented in

Table 1 on the following page.(4) For graphical pre-

sentation of this relationship and for easy interpo-

lation between values given in Table 1 the results are

also shown in the curve in Figure 3 on page 26 o

loom,

4. Ibid., p.2.



TABLE I.----THE SPACING FACTOR VALUE CORRESPONDING

TO EACH BASAL AREA VALUE PER. ACRE

Bi- per acre. in
square feet

Spacing
Factor

30
40
50

60
70
80

90
100
110

120
130
140

150
160.
170

180
190
200

2.81
2043
2.018

1.099
1.84
1.72

1062
1.54
1.47

1.41
1.935
1.30

1.26
1*22
1.18

1.15
1.12
1 .09
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THE SPACING FACTOR AS AN EXPRESSION OF STAND STOCKING

In order to make direct computations in spacing

fictor values alone for stand stocking and for deter-

mination of when and to what degree thinning treat-

ments are to be made, it now becomes necessary to

know what constitutes a fully-stocked stand for the

particular stand of timber in question in terms of

the spacing factor, In. the United States there is

still a great amount of research needed to determine

the correct full stocking values for timber stands

over the country. Work of this sort has been done

in the Lake States, the Northeastern States, the

Southeastern States, the Southern States, and in

some other regions, but it is still far from complete.

Correct stand stocking must be obtained from. exist-

ing data, however unreliable that data is, until

research produces new and more accurate and complete

figures. Yield tables or other tables stating stand

stocking in either basal area per acre or in spacing

Sigure values for closely similar stands of timber A

must be the main souces of information at present,

Data from these sources can be converted into spac-

ing factor terms to obtain the proper values for full

stocking.

Table IIshows the computed spacing factor values
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for stand species and ages for full stocking as con-

verted from the tabld on page thirty of Management of

American Forests by Professor D. M. Matthews. This.

conversion can be made in either of two ways as follows:

1, By conversion of basal area per acre
to spacing factor by use of the for-
mula or by use of either Table I or
Figure 3

2. By converting the spacing figure to
spacing factor values by use of the
formula

spacing figure
SF 2
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TABIE II.----SPACING FACTORS FOR VARYING AMOUNTS OF

BASAL AREA PER ACRE FOR FULLY-STOCKED STANDS

BA per acre
in square feet

Spacing
Figure

Spacing Normal stocking
Factor for the following

species and ages

Nowsoftwom c=2 dA:lvo&=m- -

50
60
70
80

90
100

110
120
130
140
150

26
24.
22
20.6

19.5
1.8.5

17.v6
16.9
16.2
15.6
15.1

14.2
13.4

12.5
11.5
10.7

9.2
8,1

2.18
1.99
1.84
1.72

1.62
1.54

1.47
1.41.
1,35
1.30
1.26

1.18
1.12

1.04
0996
0.90

0.77
0.68

Maple trees in
open, 6 to 8 inches
in diameter

Range for forest-
grow intolerant con-
fe.' nd intolerant
hardwoods after
60 years

Forest-grown tolerant
ohnifers after 60 yrs..

Yellow pine and sugar
pine in Calif. and old
white pine in Lake States

Douglas fir in the
Northwest

160-180
180-200

200-240
240-280
300

400
500

1,000 5.8 0.48 Sequoia
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APPLICATION OF THE SPACING FACTOR IN COMPUTING DENSITIES

OF STOCKING AND DETERMINING STAND TREATMENTS

By the term "fully-stocked stand" is maant a

stand of timber which completely utilizes to the best

advantage the land area that it coversr-so that all

facilities for the best diameter and height growbh

and natural pruting of the s tems are put to the best

possible use, ."Complete crown closure" with no tree

crowns interlocking with or badly overlapping other

tree crownsAnd. with no spaces left and therefore

wasted between adjacent tree crowns, is the condition

that normally best exemplifies a fully-stocked stand.

It is at once seen that if .no thinning treatment is

given a stand that is fully-stocked, the stand will

soon become overstocked because of the procedure of

normal growth, and a decrease in the growth rate will

gradually .come about. This is a condition which the

forest manager attempts to prevent, and thinning

treatments are thus timed to occur just as the stand

reaches the desired full stocking, or are timed as

close to this as is economically practicablee.

It should be noted that the factor of proper

stand density for the production of tall, straight,

clear stems can properly be compensated for in the.

"fully-stocked" basal area or spacing factor value
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decided upon. Thus a timber stand can be maintained

almost constantly a little under this chosen value of

full stocking for optimum growth and still have suffi-

cient closure of tree crowns to produce stems of desired

straightness, clear length, and diameter. It should

be remembered that normalJy the most profitable time

of thinning is at the time' of crown closure or shortly

after,

after a timber stand has reached the age where

good stem deVelopment is attained, the crown-stem.

relationship for this stand under fully-stocked con-

ditions remains essentially the same throughout the

remainder of the life span of the stand. Also, it

can be said that the desirable fully-stocked basal

area in square feet per acre will remain the same

after the stand has reached the point of growth where

definite stem development has been accomplished.

Stands of different species but with similar silvicl

characteristics also show consistent crown-stem ratios

that are equal for fully-stocked stands. As stated

above, Table II shows these consistent values for

fully-stocked stands of groups of tree species having

certain similar silvical characteristics;; thus it can

be seen that loblolly pine, only of intermediate
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tolerance at best (5), probably would have a spacing

factor of around 1.30 for a fully~stocked timber stand.

In reality, it has been found that loblolly pine prob-

ably has a spacing factor of about 1.33 or a basal

area of about 133 square feet for a fully-stocked stand

on an. average site.(6)

It should be noted from Table I that the spacing

factor value varies inversely as the basal area per

acre. Therefore, a spacing factor of 1.20 for a timber

stand of loblolly pine indicates an overstocked stand,

and a thinning treatment should be made as soon as is

economically possible. If it is desirej percentage

stocking for various spacing factor values of different

timber stands of any particular tree species can now

be computed. The procedure is to look on the graph

in Figure 1 for the basal area corresponding to the

spa'cing factor of the fully-stocked stand, This basal

area. value is used as the denominator of the fraction,

5. Toumey, James W. and Korstian, Clarence Fl,
Foundations of Silviculture upon an Ecological
Basis, John WileyTand ons, Incorporated, 1937,
p. 3 4 1 .

6. Matthews, Donald M., The Spacing Factor as a
Criterion of the Density of Stockib in Stands,
opecite, P.3.
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The corresponding basal a rea values for other spacing

factor values are used as the numerators of the frac-

tion consecutively0 The resulting quotients are each

multiplied by one hundred to give the percentage- of-

stocking values. Thus, for loblolly pine, a fully-

stocked stand has a spacing factor of 1.33 and the cor-

responding basal area of 133 square feet per acre.

A stand of loblolly pine having a spacing factor of

1.54 has a basal area of 100 square feet per acre. The

computation for the percentage stocking of the latter

stand is as follows:

100 square feet BA (spacing factor 1.54) x 100 M 75%
133 square feet BA (spacing factor 1.33J stocking

In preparation for classifying stands for percentage

density by sppoing factor values in a timber cruise,

these computations canb e done in reverse and a table

can be constructed. Thus, for a 90% stocking of lob-

lolly pine, the computations are as f&llowsl

.90 x 133 square feet BA
(eppoing factor 1.33 1 120 square feet

fully-stocked) BA

Corresponding spacing factor value for a BA of 120

square feet per acre is 1,41. Normally, all loblolly

pine stands with spacing factor values less than 1.33

will be classified simply as "over-stocked".. Density

estimates can now be made by the crews right while

they are out on the ground both on and off
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the plots being cruised, and such information noted

down will produce better estimates of over-all stock-

ing conditions.

By the method of computations explaineda bove,

Table III has been constructed and is presented here

to show the corresponding spacing factor values (7)

for the various percentages of stand stocking for

crowns tem ratios of fully-stocked stands of 16 to 1,

15 to 1, and 14 to I@

TABLE III.----SPACING FACTOR VALUES FOR PERCENTAGES OF
STR1ND STOCKING FOR DIFFERENT FULLY-STOCKED
SPACING FACTOR VALUES AND CROWN-STEM RATIOS

Spacing Factor 1.33

16 to 1 Crowns8tem Ratio

Stocking BA per acre Spacing
square feet Factor

Over-stocked 133 plus 1.33 minus

90% stocked 120 1,41

80% stocked 107 1.49

70% stocked 93 1.59

60% stocked 80 1.72

50% seocked 67 1.88

40% stocked 53 2.12

Under 30% stocked 40 minus 2,43 plus

7. Ibid, p.4,
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TABLE III. ---Contifnued:

Spacing Factor 1.25

15 to 1 rown-eem Ratio

Stocking BA per acre Spacing
square feet Factor

Over-stocked 152 plus 1.25 mrnnus

90% stocked 137 1.32

80% stocked 122 .1.4.0

70% stocked 106 1.50

60% stocked 91 1.61

50% stocked 76 1,77

40% stocked 61 1.97

Under 30% stocked 46 minus 2.27 plus

Spacing Factor 1.17

14 to 1 CrownA-stem Ratio

Over-stocked 173 plus 1.17 minus

90% stocked 156 1.23

80% stocked 138 1.31

70% stocked 121 1.40

60% stocked 104 1.51

50% stocked 86 1,66

40% stocked 69 1,86

.Under 30%. stocked 52 minus 2.13 plus



In ascertaining the rate of growth by increment

borings for a stand just being put under management,

kt must be remembered that under the stand t reatment

procedure indicated above of thinning the stand just

as it reaches the fully stocked condition the trees

will be growing almost constantly in a stand slightly

understocked. Therefore, increment borings should be

taken from carefully chosen trees which are under the

conditions right now that are planned to be produced

in the future and maintained for the entire stand

during its lifewhether terminal or perpetual, when

the management plan is put into effect. Trees of

proper p ecies, age, and crown closure conditions

should be carefully selected for increment borings

to make an accurate. prediction of the growth rate.

thatwill be maintaihed in the stand after the-stand

comes into the conditions which the forest manager

plans to produce and perpetuate in that stqnd.

Making quick and.well-founded management plans

for a particular stand of timber by means of the

spacing factor now becomes a possibility. The follow-

ing is a hypothetical problem presented here as an

example to best explain the application o± the spac-

ing factor.

Cruise data for a timber stand of loblolly pine



shows anAverage number of trees per a cre of 450 with

andaverage diameter breast high of eight inches.

A basal area per acre of 133 square feet is the cor-

rect full stocking for loblolly pine timber stands, and

1.33 is the corresponding spacing factor value. Incre-

ment boring data indicates a future mean annual diam-

eter growth of 0.3 inches when the stand is under

proper management and not allowed to become overstocked.

It should be noted here that cruise data is not

required when actually in the field and standing in

a uniformly stocked, even-aged group of trees in a

timber stand. The trained man can estimate "on-the-

spot" with sufficient accuracy for making a management

plan the average distance in feet between tree stems

and the average diameter breast high in inches. From

this he has the spacing factor directly, and can a lso

compute the average number of trees per acre in that

particular section of the timber stand by employing

the formula

Number of trees per a cre 4,
D

lHe can also take a few, we&l chosen increment borings,

and thus have all- the stand data he needs a s he looks

at the situation while in the woods. Therefore,- the

spacing factor method enables the forest manager to
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draw up a reliable management plan while actually in

the stand under consideration. This is one of the

great advantages of the spacing factor method over

other methods of expressing stand stocking and drwing

up management plans.

The first decision in the above stated hypothet-

ical problem is whether or not the stand needs treat-

ment now, and if it is needed now, to what degree

should the thinning treatment )e. As noted above,

tree crowns can be considered to conform tosquares

when t aked for the a cre as a whole, and therefore,

the crown area peralverage tree equals 43,560

square feet per acre divided by 450 trees per a cre,

or 97 square feet per -er*e. The square root of this

value is 9.84 feet, which is theaverage spacing between

trbe stems in feet. This is shown algebraicly as follows:

D average spacihg between tree stems
in feet

therefore

D2  average crown area per tree in
square feet

then

2 43, 560 square feet per-acre 97 square

450 average number of trees feet

per acre

D =97 =-9,84 feet average spacing
between tree stems
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The spacing factor can now be computed as follows:

SF E Din feet 9.84 : 1.23
d in inches 8

Since this spacing factor value is below the full

stocking value of 1.33, the stand is oveytocked and'

needs immediate treatment.

It now must be decided when the next treatment

in this stand can be made in the future. In this

example it is assumed that for both economical and

managerial reasons the best time for the next thin-

ning will be ten years from now, The choice of the

best thinning interval is another phase of forest

management and cannot ber covered here. Average diam-

eter per tree ten years hence will equal theaverage

diameter at present, plus the product of the number

of years in the interval multiplied by the mean annual

rate of diameter growth. The computations are shown

as follows:

d = average diameter breasthigh in inches
at present 8 inches

d:a average diameter a t time of next treat-
ment

r = mean annualrate of diameter growth =
03 inches



y number of years before the next treat-
ment =10 years

d' = d +iry =81 + (0.311 x 10) = 11 inches

As discussed above the stand should not be a llowed to

reqch full stocking until close to the time scheduled

for the next thinning treatment. Therefore, proper

tree stem spacing must be computed for the timber stand

of- trees averaging eleven inches in diameter and with

a fully-stocked spacing factor value of 1.33 as follows:

SP D' in feet

d' in inches

DI= SF x d' = 1.33 x 11 = 14.63 feet

The average spacing between tree stems afterthe pre-

sent thinning treatment is completed should be approx-

imitely fifteen feet, Computations for the number cf

trees per acre tha.t should be standing just before the

thinning treatment of t en years from now are as follows:

Number of trees a43,560square feeLper acre
per acre Average crown area per tree

or D2

- D 2 = 14.632 = 214 square feet

Number of trees pwi acre 4 sgureft 3  = 203
before treatment 10 years 214 square feet trees
from now per acre
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Therefore, 203 trees per acre must be left in the

stand a fter the present thinning treatment, and

450 trees minus 23, 0dr 2479 trees per acre must

be removed on the average from the timber stand

during the present thinning treatment. The average

diameter of trees removed at present will proably

be slightly less than eight inches, because normally

the less vigorous trees will be selected for immediate

cutting. The less vigorous trees in this sense are

those- that woul d die before the time of the next

thinning or would be greatly suppressed by then. Only

a tery few of the larger diameter trees will be remmved.

These larger diameter trees to be dut in the stqnd

thinning include those of poor form or other sufficiently

bad characteristics, -and those "wolf" trees. that are

giving, or soon will give serious competition to-several

trees of desirable form add development close around

them.. Therefore, the average diameter breast high of

the residual s tand just after t he present thinning

treatment will be slightly greater than the eight

inches to which growth predictions were added in the

computations for the next stand treatment. This, in

effect, introduces a slight element of conservatism as

.as a further protection from financially bad errors in



judgment.

An order written as to what average crown open-

ing to leave in the stand after the thinning treat-

ment, would further clarify the thinning procedure

and aid the man who subsequently selects the trees

to be thinned from the stand. Since the average

spacing in effedt between tree stems is now 9.84,

and, the average spacing between tree;Astems after

the present thinning treatment will be 14.63 feet,

it would appear that the aveiage crown opening left

after the present thinning willibe 4.79 feet. How-

ever, this is actually hot the case since the crowns

in the stand before the present thinning treatment

are not just touching each other but are interlocking

and overlapping due to the present over-stocked con-

dition. The true crown opening, or average open

spacing between crowns, after the present stand thin-

ning can be computed by subtracting the product of

the spacing factor of the fully-stocked stand multi-

plied by the present average diameter breast high in

inches, from the average spacing in feet between tree

stems created by the thinning treatment. Computations

for this example problem are as follows:

0 average crown opening in feet immediately
after thinning treatment
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SF spacing factor for stocking required as
a fully-stocked stand

D =average spacing in feet of tree stems
after thinning treatment

d average diameter breast high in inches
at present

By the above reasoning the formula becoes

0 D - (SF x d)

o = 14.63 (1.33 x 8) 14.63 10.64

0 3.99 or 4 feet

The amount of crown opening to be left after the thin-

ning treatment can be arrived at through another line

of reasoning and procedure of calculation. (8) Since

the aVerage spacing between trees in feet, equals the

average diameter breast high in inches iultiplied by

the spacing factor, the increase in desired spacing

in feet between trees equals the product of the average

increase in diameter breast high in inches during the

intergal between thinning treatments multiplied by the

spacing factor of the fully stocked stand, The compu-

tations for this approach in solving for the crown

opening are as follows:

r mean annual rate of diameter growth in inches

8. Ibid., p.5.
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y = the number of years between thinning
treatments

therefore

r x y a the average increase in diameter
in inches between thinning treat-
ments

and the formula becom es

0 a SF x r x y or 0 = SF x ry

The same crown opening is obtained, ofcouise, for this

example problem as follows:

0 = l.33 x 0.3 x 10 = 3o99 or 4 feet

Actually through algebraic simplification of the first-

crown opening formula mentioned above the second equa-

tion can be arrived at as follows:

0 D' -(SF x d)

D' the average spacing between trees in
feet "y" years from now

By definition

SF

Df = SF

SF

x the average diameter in inches
of the trees in t he stand "y"
years from now or (ry + d)

x (ry *d)



Substituting in the above crown opening formula give

0 = SF x (ry . + d) - (SF x d)

Algebraic factoring gives

0 = SF (ry + d) - d SF (ry +d-d)

O = SF x ry-

This is the same formula 4rrived at through the other

channel of reasoning.

Orders for the management of this timber stand

can now be compiled. From the average of 450 trees

per acre an average of 247 trees per acre are to be

removed in the present thinning. The trees cut at

present should average slightly less than eight inches

diameter breast high, and should be selected silvi-

culturally so as to permit the most valuable part of

the stand to produce the highest value increment

possible during the next ten year period. An average

of 203 trees per a cre should be left in the residual

stand after the present thinning treatment, and the

average crown openings between these residual trees

should be approximately four feet. The average dis-

tance between tree stems a fter treatment should be

approximately 14,6 feet, The volume of the mater&al

removed in the thinning will depend onsthe heights
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and range of diameters of the trees cut, but- quite

an accurate estimate of this volume of cut can be

made by the experienced man inspecting the stand

when he knows the nuiber of trees per acre to be

removed and their approximate average diameter0

Ten years from now, just before the second

treatment, the stand will have an avdrage of 203

trees pera cre with an aiaerage diameter breast high

of eleven inches.

Plans for the degree of the second thinning

can now be predicted if the time for the third thin-

ning treatment, or harvest cut if there are to be no

more thinning treatments, is deciddd upon. For this

example it is assumed that the third treatment will

come in twenty years from now. The computations in

order to predict the degree of treatment for the

second thinning are as follows:

d* average diameter breast high per tree
in inches 20 years from now

Y' =the number of years between the second
and third treatments

Assuming that the rate of diameter growth predicted

for the period between the first two thinning treat-

ments can be maintained, the average diameter twenty
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years from-now will be

d" d + (r x y') = 11" + (0..3 x 10)

d" =14 inches

and, as for the first thinning above,

D" = average spacing between tree s tems in
feet twenty years from now

SF anD"

D" SF x d't= 1.33

Number of trees per acre
before treatment or
harvest cut twenty
years from how

Number of. trees per
acre

Number of trees to
cut in second treat-m
ment

0 =SF x r x y'

0 3.99 or 4 feet

x 14 18.62 feet

-b 43,560 sq.ft. per acre

D2

43 560 4356 =

18.62 347 trees

203 - 126=77 trees

a 1.33 x 003 x 10

Orders for the s econd thinning treatment will con-

tain the following instructions: of the average of

203 trees per/acre, cut 77 trees per acre with an average

diameter of slightly less than eleven inches, and leave

an average of 126~.trees per a cre with an average open-

ing between tree crowns of 3.99 or approximately four

feet in the residual stand.



It can be seen that such predictions may thus

be extended as far into the future as desired. How-

ever, greater caution must be used as each prediction

is made extending farther into the future for the

reliability in the prediction of each subsequent

stand treatment is very greatly reduced. The prac-

tical limit for such specific plans for each succeed-

ing thinning treatment probably lies somewhere around

twenty years. By that time too many outside, uncon-

trollable factors can come to the fore to change some-

what the original plans so that such specific thin-

ning treatment plans farther into the future would not

be sufficiently reliable to warrant the effort, Large

changes in market conditions is one influencing factor.

Slightly more generql plans can be extended as far

into the future as desired,

The example problem above demonstrated the method

of developing stand treatment plans for a stand in

need of immediate treatment. If it is found that the

timber stand in question is at present understocked,

the procedure for computing the time at which the

stand will become fully-stocked and -need a thinning

treatment is presented here in the form of another

hypothetical problem as follows: cruise data shows



that a particular timber stand of loblolly pine has

an average of 250 trees peracre with an average

diameter breast high of 8.5 inches. .The predicted

rate of' growth is assumed to be the same as in the

first hypothetical example, and the normal spacing

factor value of 1.33 for a fully stocked stand of

loblolly pine will be used also.

The first step is again to decide whether -or

not the stand. needs immediate thinnibg treatment,

and if not, then how soon will that need arise.

The answer to the first question lies in solving for

the present spacing factor as follows:

2 43,560 square feet per acre
D

250 average number of trees per acre

-43,560
D 174.3 13.2 feet average

250 spacing at pre-
sent between
tree sterns

D 13.2'
SF am- C .5D

d B . 5
: 1.55

Therefore, t his s tand is at present understocked since

its present spacing factor value is greater than the

spacing factor value for a fully-stocked stand. No
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treatment is needed at present. It now becom es

necessary t& compute the time that must elapse before

the first stand treatment will be needed, The spac-

ing factor at the time the thikning will be needed

must be that of a fully-stocked stand or. 1.33, and

theaverage spacing in feet between tree stems will

be the same just Before thinning as it is now, 13.2

feet.. As stated above, the formula for obtaining the

future average diameter breast high in inches is d' :

d +- ry, or the present average diameter plus the

product of the mean annual diameter growth multiplied

by the number of years to the next thinning. There-

fore, the equation is as follows:

SF D

d+ry

in which the only unknown is "y",, the number of years

before the thinning treatment, The following is the

algebraic solution for "y

cross multiplying,

SF (d) + SF (ry) D

SF (ry) * D SF(d)

Y ;00D- SF(d)

SF(r)
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The following is the solution for "y" in this hypo-

thetical problem:

D 13'..2' feet

SF - 1.33, the spacihg factor of a fully-
stocked stand

d * 8.5 inches

r -0.3 inches

13,2 - (1.33 x 8.5) 13.2 - 11,3 1.9 4
y .. .4.77

1.33 x 0.3 00309 0.399 years

The first thinni'g treatment for this particular -timber

stand should be scheduled 4.77 or approximately four

to five years from now. The degree of thinning will

depend on the length of time interval between t he first

thinning and the second, and on the anticipated rat~e

of growth durinA that period& It can be computed. by

the same procedure as in'the first hypothetical prob-

lem described above. Computations for the second thin-

ning treatment and other future thinning treatments can

also be made in the same manneras those for the first

example pboblem.

General tables can be constructed with the use of

the crown opening formula, 0 * SF x ry, to further

simplify the management plan computations in keeping
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with the goal of quickly and easily making concrete

plans on-the-spot for timber stands.(9) A separate

table must be constructed for each different full

stocking spacing factor used. Table IV lists crown-

opening values for full sibocking spacing factor values

of 1.33 and 1.25. These values correspond respectively

to crown-stem ratios of 16 to 1 and 15 Co 1.

Table IV can be directly applied in computations

for the construction of orders as to when and to what

degree the thinning treatments should be made. The

table indicates directly the amount of average crown

opening there should be immediately after a specific

stand thinnibg treatment is made, This crown opening

value jus the product of the average diameter breast

high in inches of the stand at the time of the thin-

ning multiplied by the spacing factor of the fully-

stocked stand will give average spacing in feet be-

tween tree stems that should exist after the thinning.

The procedure for the application of Table IV can

better be demonstrated by an example problem a s follows:

The average spacing of trees in a loblolly pine stand

is ten feet and the abrerage diameter breast high is

9.Ibid., p.6.
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TABLE IV. --- AVERAGE CROWN OPENINGS IN FEET TO BE LEFT
IN STAND THINNING TREATMENTS

Average annual Crown opening (or increase in spac-
db.h. oincre- ing above the present full-stocking
ment in inches crown-stem ratio 7 1. toI ) in feet

for thinning intervals of:

5 years 10 years 15 years 20 -ears

Fully-stocked stand spacing factor 1.33
Crown-stem ratio 16 to 1

0.10 0,67 1.33 2.00 2.67

0.15 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00

0.20 1.33 2.66 4.00 5.33

0.25 1.67 3.33 5.00 6.67

0.30 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00

0.35 2.33 4.67 7.00 -9.33

040 -2.66 5.33 8.00 10.66

Fully-stoced stand spacing factor 1.25
Cbown-stem ratio 15 to 1

0.10 0.62 1.25 1.88 250

0.15 0,94 1.88 2.81 3975

0.20 1.25 2.50 3.75 5.00

0.25 1.56 3,12 4.69 6.25

0.30 188 3,75 5.62 7.50

0.35 2,19 4,38 6.56 8,75

Q,40 2o.50 5,00 7.50 10.00



nine inches. The predicted rate of diameter growth

in inches under management is 0.25 and the spacing

factor for the fully-stocked stand is 1.33. There-

fore, the present spacing factor galue is as follows.

D 10 feet
SF D lCee' 1.11

d 9 inches

The stand is overstocked and in need of immediate

breatment since this spacing factor value is less

than that of a f ully-stocked stand spacing factor,

It is assumed here that this stand cannot a gain be

visited until 10 years hence, Immediately from the

table we see that a crown opening averag.ing 3.33

feet must be left after the present thinning. The

average spacing between tree stems after the present

thinning will be this 3.33 feet plus the desired

normal spacing for trees of the present average dia-

meter, or, as stated in another way, the product of

the present average diameter in inches multiplied by

the spacing factor of the fully-stocked stand. The

computations are as follows!

0 xcrown opening in feet

SF : spacing factor of fully-stocked stand
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d : present diameter breast high in inches

Spacing between tree stems : 0 + (SF x d)
in feet after thinning

Spacing between a 3.33 + (1.33 x 9) 3.33 + 11.97

tree stems 15.3 feet

Therefore, the s tand should be thinned immediately and

in such a manner as to leave an average spacing between

tree stems of 15.3 feet and an average crown opening

of 3.33 feet.

FURTHER APPLICATIONS OF THE SPACING FACTOR MN PORTRAYING

STAND STOCKING

The spacing factor as it has been presented in Bhe

equation form is somewhat difftcult to visualize in its

effect on the timber stand, particularly since spacing

factor values vary inversely with basal area per a cre

and number of trees per acre, The author of this thesis

has therefore, devised and constructed a system of tables

and graphs to better pvvtray the influence of spacing

factor v&lued on stand stocking and for better visual-

ization of the spacing factor plan of management.

First, by definition we have in equation form

SF D
d
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and

43,560Number of trees per acre - D2
D

By cross multiplication in the first equation we have

D : SF x d

and substituting in the'secondeequation gives

43,560Number of trees per acre4
(SF x d)

This resulting equation can now-be used in constructing

a table to show the number of trees per acre for each

given spacing factor and average stand diameter. These

figures are presented in Table V.

A demonstration of the procedure of computation

for the construction of Table V is as follows, assume

an average stand diameter breast high of 16 inches and

a spacing factor of 1.4. Placing these values ifiii the

equation gives.

Number of trees
per acre 43,560 - 43 560

(SF x d)2  (1.4 x 16)2

43560 43,560 43,560

(1.4 x 16)2 (22.4)2 501a76

43,560 ...687 trees per acre
501.76
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It is possible to employ this table to simplify

the drawing up of management plans for uniformly stocked,

even-aged stands. This can be shown in the following

hypothetical problem: a certain stand has an average

diameter breast high of nine inches and an average

spacing between tree stems of eleven feet. Because

of management objectives, growth rate, and conditions

in the stand it is planned to thin again after three

more inches are added to the average stand diameter,

and adopt and maintain a spacing factor of 1.3. The

average number of trees per a cre a t present in the stand

is computed as follows:

D 11 feet

Number of trees 43,560 43,560
per acr 2D 11

43,560
360 trees per acre

121

Referring to Table V for the number of trees per acre

corresponding to a spacing factor of 1.3 and an: average

stand diameter of nine inches, gives directly 318 trees

per acre, Since the stand now contains 360 trees per acre,

we know the standrequires immediate treatmebe. To thin

again after an addition of three inches in average dia-

meter would mean to come to the -stand when it has an

average diageter of twelve inches. Referring to

Table V again produces the information that for an
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TABIE V.---NUMBER OF TREES PER ACRE FOR EACH SPACING
FACTOR AND AVERAGE STAND DIANETER

Average
diameter
of stand

Inches

Spacing Factor

0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00 11.10
WAGM=WWMWPMMP

Number of trees per acre

4.
5

6
7
8
9

10

11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21.
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30

79562
4,840

3,361
2,469
1,891
19494
1,210

1,000
840
716
617
538

473
419
373
335
302

274
-250
229
210
194

179
166
154
144
134

5,556
3,556

2,469
1,814
1,389
1,098

889

735
617
526
454
395

347
308
274
246
222

202
184
168
154
142'

132
122'
113
106
99

4,254
2,722

1,891
1,389
1,063

840
681

562
473
403
347
302

266
235
210
189
170

154
141
129
118
109

101
93
87
81
76-

3,361
2,151

1,494
1,098

840
664
538

444
373
318
274
239

210
186
166
149
134

122
111
102

93
86

80
74
-69
64
60

2,722
1,742

1,210
889
681.
538
436

360
30 o
258
222',
194

170
151
134
121
109

2,250
1,440

1,000
735
562
444
360

298
250
213
184
160

141
125
111
100

90

99
90
82
76
70

64
60
56
52
48

82
74
68
62
58

53
49
46
43
40
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TABLE V.---montinued

Average
diameter
of stand

Inches

Spacing Factor

1.20 1.30 - .1.40 1.50 1.60

Number of trees per acre

4
5

1,891
1,.210

6
7
8
9

10

11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30

840
617
473
373
302

250
210
179
154
134

118
105
93
84
76

1,611
1,031

716
526
403
318
258

213
179
153
132
115

101
89
80
71
64

58
53
49.
45.
41

38
35
33
31'
29

1,389
889

617
454
347
274
222'

184
154
132
113

99

- 87
77
69
62
56

50
46
42
3.9
36

33
30
28
26
25

1,210
774

538
395
302
239
194

160
134
115

99
86

1,063
681

473
347
266
210
170-

141
118
101

87
76

69
62
57
53
48

45
41
39
36
34

76
67
60
54
48

44
40
37
34
31

29
27
25
23
22

66
59
53
47
43

39
35
32"
30
27

25
23.
22
20
19

am===== -- - - -- - No=". - I , . .- -
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average diameter of twelve inches and a spacing factor

of 1.3 the stand must have an average of 179 trees per

acre, Therefore, it is quickly concluded in the manage-

ment plan to thin immediately and remove an average of

360-179 or 181 trees per acre.

The author has also constructed Table VI for further

simplification of the computations necessary in drqwing

up management plans by the spacing factor method. Table

VI gives the average distance in feet between tree stems

in a uniformly stocked, even-aged stand for each spacing

factor value and average diameter of stand.

Table VIwas constructed in the following manner:

by definition

D
SF d

Cross multiplication, of the above equation gives

D : SF x d

which is the formula used in compiling the table,

For the above hypothetical problem demonstrating

the use of Table V, we can now obtain the average

spacing in feet between tree stems in the stand that

must be left after the present thinning by reading it

directly from Table VI as follows: the spacing factor

of the s tand is to be maintained a t l.3 and the average
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TABLE VI.---AVERAGE SPAUING IN FEET BETWEEN TREE STEMS

FOR EACH SPACING FACTOR AND AVERAGE STAND DIAMETER

Comm1 ii i i4

Average
diameter
of stand

Inches

Spacing Factor

0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00 1.10

Average spacing between
tree stems in feet

4
5

6
7
8
9
10

11
12
15
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23,
24
25

26
27
28
29
30

2.4 2.8
3.0 305

3.2 .3.6
4.0 4.5

3.6
4.2
4.8
5,4
6.0

6.6
7.2
7.8
8.4
9.0

9.6
10.2
1008
.11.4
12.0

12.6
1302
13.8
1404
15.0

15.6
1602
16.8
1704
18.0

4.2

5.6
6.3
7.0

7.7
8.4
9.1
9.8

10.5

11.2
11.9
12.6
13,3
14.0

14.7
15.4
16.1
1608
1705

18.2
18.9
19.6
203
21.0

4.8
5.6
6.4
7.2
8.0

8.8
906

10.4
11.2
12.0

12.8
13.6
14.4
15.2
16.0

16e8
1706
18.4
19.2
2010

20.8
21.6
22.4
23.2"
24.0

5,4
6.3

8.1
9.0

.9,9
10.8
11.7
12.6
13.5

1404
1503
16.2
1701
18.0

18.9
19.8
29.7
21.6
22,5

23.4-
24. 5-
25.2
26.1
27.0

4.0
5.0

6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0

10.0

11.0
1290
13,0
14.0
15.0

16.0
17.0
18.0
19.0
20.0

21*0
22.0
23.0
24.0
25.0

26.0
27.0
28.0
29.0
30.0

4,4
5.5

6.6
7.7
8.8
9.9

11.0

12.1
1392
14.3
15.4
16.5

17.6
18.7
19.8
2019
22.0

23.1
24.2
25.3
26.4
27.5

28.6
29.7
50.8

l1.9

l3.0
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TABLE VIG==--contilued

Average
diame ter
of stand

Inches

Spacing .Factor

1.20l 'Ift~ 1s40 1,;50 1o60
par tv w %0 =10 Gy - up w

Average spacing
tree stems in

between
feet

4
5

6
7-

10

11
12
13
14
15

16.
17
18
1 9
20

21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30

4.8 5.92
690 6s5

7.2- 7o.8
894 911
996 10.4

1098 11.7
12.0 1300

12,2 14.3
14.4 15.6
15.6 16.9
16.8 18,2
19.0 19.5

19,,2 20.8
20,4 2291
21.6 23.a4
22.8 24.7
24o.0 26.0

25,2 27.3
26,4 ?8e6
27.6 29.9
28e.8 31.2
30.0 32,o5

31.2 33*8
32.4 35.1
33.6 36o.4
34.8 37*9
36.0 39.0

5o6
7.0

8o4
9.8

1192
12.6
14.0

15.4
16.8
18,2
19.6
21.0

22e4
23,8
25e2
26.6
28,0

29.4
30.8

33.6
3590

36,4
37.-a8
3992
40e6.
42.0

690
7o5

900
10,5
12.0
13-.o5
15.0

16.5
1800
19.5
21o0
22.5

24,0
2595
27,0
28.5
3000

31.5
3390
34,5
36.0
37,5

39o0
40.5
42*0
4395
45.0

6A4
800

9.6
11.2
12.8
14.4

17.6
19.2
20.98
22.4
24.0.

25.6
27.el
28,98
309.4
32*0

33.6'
3592-
36.8
38.4
40.0

41e6
43,
44.8
46o4
48.0
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diameter breast high at the time of the next thinning

will be 12 inches. Reference to Table VI at the point

corresponding with these two values gives 15.6 feet

average distaned between tree stems after the present

thinning treatment. This procedure saves no time for

smaller average diameters, but is an aid when working

with larger average stand diameters~and larger spacing

factors, and it provides less chance for error in com-

putations.

For a graphical picture of the tiiber stand under

management by the spacing factor method the author has

devised the graph procedure as presented in FiAure 4.

The author constructed Table V with the employment of

the formula

43,560
Number of trees per acre :

(SF x d)

Since this is a second degree equation, it should

plot as a straight line on logarithmic paper if the

spacing factor is taken as a constant. A spacing

factor of 1.3 plots as a diagonal straight line.

Since Table V was compiled by use of the same formula,

its information ca n be used in locating all the desired

spacing factor parallel diagonal lines, and this is
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the manner In which Figure IV was constructed. The

equation of the slope of these parallel, diagonal

spacing factor lines is d2  1/nor, in logarithmic

form for the graph, 2 log d = -log n.

This method of plotting spacing factor lines on

logarithmic graph paper corresponds closely to the

plotting of stand density charts in which a constant

basal area, or constant percentages of a chosen basal

area, are plotted on logarithmic graph paper. (11)

The spacing factor graph presents the same information

as the stand density chart, but presents this informa-

tion in terms of the spacing factor which, as discussed

prebidusly, is more easily employed in planning-stand

management.

Existing uniformly stocked, even-aged stands under

management can be plotted on this graph by knowing the

number of trees per acre and average diameter breast

high before and after each thinning treatment. Exist-

ing managed stands can thus be studied in relation to

how they conform to the parallel, diagonal spacing

11. Schnur, G.Luther; Yield, Stand and Volume Tables
ffor Even-ao'ed Uadi~Maok Forests, Uni ted States
Department of Agrtculture, Technical Bulletin
No. 560, April, 1937; p.38.
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factor lines. Properly managed stands under the

spacing fqctor method should plot in stair-step

fashion parallel to the spacing factor lines. Desir-

able spacing factors f or future stands to be placed

under management can be decided upon by plotting a

similar stand already being managed that hhs been deemed

by technical foresteps as having justa bout the right

stocking. The spacing factor line, a long which the

existing managed stand plots on the graph, can be

chosen a s being a good spacing factor to be applied

to the similar stand that isabout to be put under

management . Yield table data can also be plotted

in this manner and may sometimes provide good infor-

mation,

The stand data in the hypothetical problem em-

ployed to provide an example in the ,applicationof

Tables V and VI can now be plotted on logarithmic

graph papera a shown in Figure V. The present plans

for management of the stand are s hown in black/Avith

solid lines indicating the effect of the thinning

treatments a nd dashed lines denoting growth. Future

management plans canb e plotted on the graph to give

a simple, complete picture. For this hypothetical

stand, we will assume the plan is to thin after each
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additional three inches of average diameter growth and

just as t he stand reaches the s pacing f actor of 1.3.

This projection of the management plan is shown in

Figure 5 in red. We will also assume that either the

harvest cut or. the period of accretion cuttings will

come when this stand reaches an average stand diameter

of 21 inches. These also could be plotted on the graph.

Response of the timber stand to management by the

spacing factor method can be recorded by plotting basal

area values over average standediameter breast high

on regular graph paper. Equivalent spacing factor

values can be plotted on the vertical axis in the same

manher as basala reas,and showing both values on the

same graph aids the forest'manager in approximate con-

versions to either unit, and gives a more complete pic-

ture. In the Iypothetical problem employed above to

show the a pplications of Tables V and .VI and Figures 4,

and 5, the timber s tand had not been managed before so

no response to previous stand thinnigg treatments can

be plotted. However, at the time the stand reaches

21 inches a verage diameter the stand's response to the past

thinning treatments should theoretically plot some-

what as shown in Figure 6. Actually the stand's

response will not conform exactly to the theoretical
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picture shown in Figure 6, but well made and well

carried out plans will force the stand's response to

closely approach this ideal. The timber stand could

actually show either greater or less response than is

shown in Figure 6. The act of stand thinning in it-

self could affect the average stand diameter s omewhat

if average stand diameter for management of this stand

is based on all trees in the stand instead of only

final crop trees.

Note that in Figure 6 the practice of thinning

under the spacing factor management method each time

that a constant number of inches in-average stand

diameter is added to the timbdr stand causes the spac-

ing factor values (and consequently basal~ea per acre

also) that are produced justa fter each stand treat-

ment to plot in a smooth curve for the entire period

of thinnings. A similar, harmonious curve would occur

under any management plan using the spacing factor

method a nd a plan to thin after each a ddition of a

constant diameter increment. These curves for spac

ing factors and constant average diameter increments

could .be plotted and used as an aid in governing the

management of a stand, In fact, this method could be

plotted on separatel1 graphs. and be used to project the
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management plans for the standas Figure 5 does. Actual

stand response would then'be pictured. on a separte

graph.

POSSIBLE APPLICATION OF THE SPACING FACTOR IN FOREST

MENSURATION

It can be seen that the spacing factor also has

a possible use in forest mensuration, but its most

important application is in that phase of forest manage-

ment for determining thinning treatments a nd express-

ing stand s tocking. Its use in forest mensuration has

been studied little as yet except for the one application

in the estimation of timber volume which follows. (10)

The spacing factor of a timber stand can be con-

verted to the corresponding basal area per acre by use

of Table I or Figure 1. The cubic foot volume per acre

can now be obtained by multiplying this basal area by

the average tree height in the stand and then multi-

plying by the cubic foot ,form' factor. This is shown

in f ormula f orm as follows:

Volume per acre in cubic feet : FF x BA x H

10,. Matthews, Donald M., Illustration of Method of
Using the Spacing Factor in Timber Estimation,
mimeograph, 1947,
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To convert cubic feet permere to cords per acre,

divide the number od cubic feet per acre by the

number of cubic feet of solid rough wood per cord

for that particular species, size of tree, and

straightness of stem. Conversionnof cubic feet per

acre into board feet volume per acre is a little more

difficult, A new spacing factor must first be com-

puted. The averagd diameterb reast high ib inches

is fu.ltiplied by thedecimal percentage factor for

that tree species to obtain the middle scaling dia-

meter. The average spacing between t ree stems in

feet is now divided by this middle scaling diameter

value to give the new, larger spacing factor value,

The corresponding basal area per acre is now found

by the use of Table I or Figure 1, and this basal

area in square feet per acre -is multiplied by the

estimated merchantable cubic feet per acre. The

number of cubic feet per a cfe is multiplied by the

number of board feet per cubic foot obtained by

one of the following formulae: (12)

12. Matthews, Donald M,, Basic Formulas for Forest
Product Measurement, mimeograph, University of
Michigan, p.3.
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L) for Clark International 1/8" Rule

D e middle scaling diameter in inches

325
Board feet per cubic foot . 10

D

2) for .Clark International 1/4" Rule

Board feet per cubic foot Z (10 32.)0.905
D

3) for International 1/4" Rule

Board feet per cubic foot : (10 - * )049O5
D

or
29.v5

Board feet per cubic foot g91 -
D

Determining board foot volume by use of the spac-

ing factor is ddmonstrated in the following example

problem, the average spacing between tree stems for

a certain timber stand is twenty feet and the average

diameter breast high is fourteen inches. It is assumed

that this is a stand of southern pine,.and for such

semi-tolerant pines the middle scaling diameter equals

about 70% of the diameter breast high outside of the

bark. The average saw 16g merchantable length is esti

mated to be three logs or 48 feet. The average middle

scaling diameter inside bark equals 14 inches multiplied
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by 0.70 and is 9.8 inches., The. spacing factor is the

quotient of 20 divided by 9.8 and is 2.04. The corre-

sponding basal area pera cre for this. spacing factor

value of 2.04 is 57 square feet per acre. The number

of cubic feet of merchantable saw timber equals 57 square

feet multiplied by the 48 feet of merchantable height

and is 2,735 cubic feet. Using the Clark International

1/8" Rule, the computation for the number of board feet

per acre is as followsi

Volume: in board feet per acre : 2,735 (10-3_22U5)
9,8

Volume in board feet per acre : 2,735 (10-3.32)

Volume of the stand 18,270 board feet per acre

Therefore, a timber stand of semi-tolerant southern

pine averageing 14 inches diameter breast high, three

logs (48 feet) high and 2?0 feet between tree stems will

run 18,270 board feet measure per acre by Clark Inter-

national 1/8" Rule.
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THE HEIGHT FACTOR

The height factor is a recent development in the

attempt to find a convenient numerical method of ex-

pressing stocking in uniformly stocked, even-aged

stands. The height factor is defined as that constant

fraction or percentage of the average dominant height

of the uniformly stocked, even-aged stand at which the

trees are spaced in the stand for the full stocking

appropriate for the species.

The chief pro~nent in the United States of the

height factor as an expression of stand stocking is

F.G. Wilson, Superintendent of Cooperative Forestry,

Wisconsin Conservation Department, Madison, Wisconsin.

He states that height, within reasonable limits of

stocking, is negligibly affected by spacing, and that

height has the virtue of combining the components of

age and site in one measurement. (13) He believes

13. Wilson, F.G., "Numerical Expression of Stock-
ing in Terms of Height", Journal of Forestr;
Vol.44, No.10, October, 1946; pp.7 58-761.
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that height is as suitable for the purpose of simple

numerical expression of stocking as it is for the

determination of site quality.

The height factor method of forest management is

to thin uniformly.stocked, even-aged stands to a num-

ber of trees per unit area based on the spacing of a

chosen fnaction of the height of the stand. For any

species the height factor formula for normal stocking

on the acre becomes

43.560n
(hf)

n number of trees per acre

h average dominant height of uniformly stocked,
even-aged stand

f certain fraction of height appropriate for
the species

Wilson has plotted this formula on logarithmic graph

paper. This height factor formula is a second degree

equation, and therefore, plots as a straight line on

logarithmic graph paper if "f' "is constant. Wilson

observed that the lines for differebt values of 'f" are

parallel and their commom slope can b e expressed by

the logarithmic equation 2 log h : -log n. The

antilog of this equation is h2 1/n. This equa-



tion indicates in mathematical form that the ratio of

number of trees to the square of the average dominant

height is the same for all ages and on all sites. Wilson

states that this suggests a law of normal stocking for

closed stands but that its validity can only be deter-

mined through experimentation. However; some support

of the equation can be found through the plotting of

good, existing yield tables.

Wilson employs the following method in plotting

his height factor lines on logarithmic graph paper,

10 square chains : lacre

therefore

(66 feet) x 10 : I acre

and

62 x 112 x 10 : 1acre

For number of trees per acre he now computes

62 112 x 10 or 1,210 trees .per acre at a
spacing of 6 feet between
tree stems

11 : 6 x 10 or 360 trees per acre at a
spacing of 11 feet between
tree stuns

11
5j feet

2 0
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2
(5*) a 360 x 2. or 1440 trees per acre at a

spacing of 5* feet be-
tween tree stems

11 x 2 22 feet

222 .360 x (1)2 or 90 trees per acre at a
spacing of 22 feet be-
tween tree stems

Thus Wilson chooses 1440, 360, and 90 trees per a cre

as conveniently ,spaced values on the logarithmic

graph paper for plotting the diagonal height' factor

spacing lines, These values in numbee of trees per

acre can, now be plotted over t he height which is com-

puted by multiplying the respective tree spacings

of 5.5, 11 and 22 feet by the denominator of the

height fraction or by dividing them by the percent of

height. This can be express'ed in formula form in the

following manner,

43,560-n
(hg )2

43,56,0

(average spacing between trees in feet)

Therefore

Average spacing between trees in feet : hf
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As an example, let the spacing between trees be

5.5 feet andthe height factor be 1/5 or 20%. These

substituted numerical values give

5.a5 - x h-,5.

5.5 x 5 h

h : 27.5 feet

and in percent form we have

.5.5 - 0.20 x h

.:h

0,20

h 27.5 feet

In this manner Table VII, the number of trees per acre

over average dominant height at each height fraction,

and Table VIII, the number of trees peracre over aver-

age dominant height at each height percentage value,

were constructed.

Table VII is employed in plotting the parallel,

diagonal lines of fractions of average dominant height

on logarithmic graph paper as presented on Wilson's

logarithmic sheet in Figure 7. Table VIII is employed



TABLE VII.--AVERAGE HEIGHT OF DOMINANT TREES
CORRESPONDING TO THE NUMBER OF .TREES
PER ACRE AT EACH FRACTION OF HEIGHT

Fractions of
Height-

Number of frees
10 360

MO-M.pr Acre
90

Feet

1/3
1/4
1/5
1/6
1/7
1/8
1/9

Average Height of Trees in Feet

16.5
22
27.5
33
38.5.
44
49,5

33
44
55
66
77
88
99

66
88

110
132
154
176
198

TABLE VIII--mAVERAGE HEIGHT OF DOMINANT TREES
CORRESPONDING TO THE NUMBER OF TREES
PER ACRE AT EACH PERCENTAGE OF HEIGHT

Percent of
Height

Feet.

Number of Trees per Acre

1440 360 90

Average Height of Trees in Feet

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

5580'
50.0
45.8
42.3
39,3
36.7
34,.
32.3
30.6

110.0
100.0
91,7
84.6
78.6
73.3
68.8
64.7
61.

220,0
200.0
183.3
169o2
157.1
146.7
137o5
129.4
122.2



TABIE .VIII. -continued

Percent of
Height

Feet-

Number of Trees per Acre

mica%=

19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26

27
28
99
30

31
32
33
34,

L440 360

Average Height of Trees

28,9 57.9
27.5 550
26.2 52.4
25.0 50.0

23.9 47.8
22.9 45.8
22.0 44.0

. 21.1 42.3

20.4 40.7
19.6 39.3
19-.0 37.9
18.3 36a7

17.7 35,5
17,2 34.4
16.7 33.3
16,2 32.4

90

in Feet

115.8
110.0
104.8
100.0

9507
91.7
88,0
84.6,

81.5
78.6
75.9
73,3

71.0
68.8
66,7
64.7

similarly in plotting the lines of percents of height

in Figure 8, It was stated above that the logarith-.

mic equation of the slope of the parallel lines of the

fractions or percents of height as shown in Figures 7

and 8 indicates that the ratio of the number of trees

per acre to the square of the average dominant height
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is the same for all ages and sites. Also it was stated

that the validity in this can only be determined through

experimentation. Good, existing yield tables do give

some support to this theory, however. An example of

how yield tables plot on this logarithmic paper with

sloping height factor lines is shown in Figure 9. The

yield table employed vks selected by R.C. Harley as

an example of good yield tables. (14) This yield table

was plotted by the height factor method by F.G. Wilson

to demonstrate the possible correlation between good

yield tables and the height factor logarithmic slope

theory.

E.G. Wilson se ts forth two t ables showing spacing

of all trees in percent of average height of dominant

and codominant tbees for certain species in different

site qualities and at various standa ges. (15) These

tables are reproduced here in Tables IX and X.

14.. Hawley, Ralph C.; The Practice of Silticulture,
John. Wiley and Sons, Inc.; Fourth Edition, 1937;
p. 192,
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TABLE IX-m--SPACING OF ALL TREES IN PERCENT OF AVERAGE
HEIGHT OF DOMINANT AND CODOMINANT TREES

-__-_Site quality

Age of Stand Good Medium Poor

Years f in percent

30
50
50
60
70
80

.18
18
18
17
18
18

20
30
40
50
60
70
80

12
14
15
16
17
17
18

Jack pine

20
19
19
19
19
20

Aspen

12
14
15
16
17
18
19

Red pine

21
18
17
17
18

22
21
21
21
21
22

12
14
15
16
17
18
20

40
60
80

100
160

20
18
17
17
18

20
19
19
19
20

got=" It"al"IvelluL I
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TABLE X.---SPACING OF ALL TREES AND OF DOMINANT TREES
IN PERCENT OF AVERAGE FEIGHT OF DOMINANT TREES

Site quality

Age Good Medium Poor Good Medium Poor

All treesDominants

Years f in Percent

Black spruce

40 13 12: 13 18 18 20
60 12 12 12 17 17 18
80 12 11 12 16 16 17

100 12, 11 12 -15 16 17
160 11 11 11 15 15 16

Red oak

20 16 -16 16 22 22 23
40 18 17 17 22 22 23
60 19 19 23 23 23
80 20 20. 20 .23 .24 24

100 21 21 21 24 24 25
160 22 23 22 25 26 26

The conclusions which Wilson draws from the data

presented in Tables IX and X are as follows-:

"l. The factor f' decreases with tolerance.
The discrepancy between red and jack pine
is explained by the fact that jack pine,
while definitely more intolerant, will en-
dure extreme crowding from the side.

2. Site has no effect on 'f'.
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3. .The factor 'f' definitely increases where
suppressed trees are excluded from the
stands

4 .The factor 'f' varies with the natural
ability of species to 'thin out with age'."

The apparent fact from Tables IX and X is that aspen

and red oak are thinning out with age and their spacing

increases, while black spruce and red pine show just

the oppdsite trend in that they become more crowded with

age, Wilson enddavors to justify this fact by suggest-

ing that it may be a reflection of characteristic diff-

erences in the form of crowns, Wilson states that it

appears from these two tables that .perhaps species tendes

ing to become more crowded, especially when originating

as dense stands., should benefit most from thinnings.

The height factor method of expressing stocking

in uniformly stocked, even-aged stands is a method which

has been greatly neglected in forest management research,

and all too little is known about its. actual advantages,

disadvantages, and possibilities, Very little has been

clone to time thinning treatments by height growth.

Wilson, in his Star Lake Plantation, (16) set uk

16. Wilson, F.G.; Thinnin_ a Pine Plantation; State
of Wisconsin Conservation Department, Madison,
Publication 515, A-44.



two experimental plots with one to be an unthinned

control plot and the other to be thinned to a height

factor percentage of 20.5 every time the stand adds

seven feet of height. The Star Lake Plantation was

32 years old when the plots were laid dut and is 37

years old now. Only one thinning and growth period

have occured to date, but the thinned plot added exactly

*the same amount of basal area per acre during the growth

period as the unthinned plot. This indicates that the

thinned plot has not been understocked by the treatment.

The factor of 20.5% to express the stocking of the residp-

ual stand of the thinned plot was reached byt he first

thinning at a time when Wilson had not yet worked on

the height factor concept, but the approval given by

foresters for that stocking on his thinned plot encourag-

ed him to maintain that residual stocking until the

time of accretion cuttings, The present actual data

and the projection of management plans for the plots at

Star Lake are shown in Figure 10. Wilson depkets stand

response to management with the height factor method of

expressing stocking by plotting basala rea peracre over

aterage stand diameter. The response thus far at Star

Lake is shown in Figure 11,

To determine correct height factor values for
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different tree species under management for various

products, much research must be done on experimental

plots set up for controlled thinning. Figures 12 and

13 are the height factor and response graphs of three

experimental jack pine'plots plotted originally by

Wilson with data obtained from the Lake/., States Forest

Experiment Station. (17) Plot No. 29 of these three

plots was left unthinned while the other two plots,

Numbers 26 and 27, were given thinning treatments,

NO. 27 was thinned heavier than No, 26 by a consid-

erable amount in order to bracket and determine the

height fadtor level of stocking which produces the

greatest increment vliue from the.forest stand, The

best stocking for jack pine in this case lies between

spacings of one-fourth and one-fifth of height as in-

disated by a comparison of the responses of the three

plots and returns from commercial thinnings. The

heavy initial thinning of Plot 27 was noncommercial.

This thinning removed many trees that could have been

permitted to grow to pulpwood size for a greater com-

mercial thinning later, yielding a larger cash income

17. Wilson, F.G., Numerical Expression of Stock-
in Terms of_ E h, cit., p.760.
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from the stand, Setting up several series of experi-

mental plots like this for particular species and with

theeach series in a different site would determine correct

height factor for each species and would determine the

effect of site. Thinning by height growth would mean

thinning less often on poor sites than on good sites.

Until enough data from experimental plots thinned and

managed on the height factor basis has been compiled

it will not be known how sound the height factor slope

equation, 2 log h : -log , is,

As indicated above, jack pine probably should have

stand s tocking limits between one-fourth and one-fifth

of height. Wilson believes a stocking between &ne-sixth

and one-seventh of height would be good for spruce and-

true firs, anda th eastern white pine probably should

have a stocking between one-fifth and one-sixth of height.(18)

By the manner in which Wilson plots thinning and

growth data on his height factor density sheets, it can

be seen that the subject of proper dinsity for the stand

is approached from the concept of thinning down (on the

graph) to a certain height factor line aftera certain

18. Ibido.,. p.761.
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amount of height growth has taken place in the stand.

Therefore, it is important in this procedure to reach

a plan which always calls for a thinning befoie enough

height growth has taken place to cause overcrowding of

the stand under the standards of a particular manage-

ment plan.

To thin down to one particualr height factor line

(as pictured on a height factor graph) whenever the

stand arrives through growth at some smaller height

factor (which would bd pictured higher on the graph)

is an.:. unsatisfactory plan. This plan would mean, for

example, that if it was planned to maintain a stand

between a height factor of 20% and a height factor of

2.5%, the stand at the 1,440 trees peracre level would

be thinned after 5.5 feet height growth, at the 360

trees pera cre level the stand would be thinned after

11 feet height growth, and at the 90 trees.peracre level

the stand would be thinned,after 22 feet height growth.

The more intensive the plan of management the smaller

amount of height growth permitted between thinnings.

The timing of thinnings should be by height growth

itself,

Since by Wilson's method of-planning future stand

treatments, as shown in Figure 10, the stand to be
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placed under management in the manner shown on the

height factor graph will be almost constantly of higher

stocking than the height factor line chosen for proper

stocking, it is important bo choose a height factor

lihe that will actually be an understocked value for

that stand under a particular management plan. In this

way the stand will not be allowed to become overcDowded,

and growth can be maintained at the maximu# desired

rate, Frequency of thinnings will be determined by the

intensity of management planned and the predicted rate

of height growth during the life of the stand, This

frdquency of thinnLngs will be an important itm in

deciding on the proper height factor line to thin down

to (as represented on a height factor graph) during

each thinning treatment., The more frequent timing.oof

thinnings allows the choice of a higher stocking height

factor line that will be closed to the stocking value

decided as the proper stocking af which that stand is;

still not overcrowded and growth is still at the. desired

rate,

This complicated approach to the height factor

-method of uniform, even-aged stand management in select-

ing a height factor line to thin down to at each stand

treatment requires first& decision azpto what stocking



the stand most not exceed and then a decision as to

what constant stocking the stand will be thinned to

at each treatment. The height factor method of tim-

ing thinning treatments is to thin each time a constant

increment of heighb is added to theaverage dominant

and codominant height of the stand. By referring.to

Wilson's interpretation of this method in Figure 10,

it can be seen that in timing thinnings by his vari-

ation a stand will reach the greatest.stocking of its

life history just before the first treatment, and its

stocking just before each succeeding treatment will

be progressively lower, In effect, this means the

stand will not be thinned each time it reaches a con-

stant, full-stocking, height factor value throughout

its life history. Thus, from the stand stocking point

of view a stand will have progressively shorter inter-

vals between treatments.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF A MATHEMATICAL PROCEDURE FOR

MANAGING STANDS BY THE, EIGHT FACTOR MTHOD

To simplify the decision as to what height factor

to use in managing a stand by the height factor mebhod,

and to put this method more on a comparable par with

the spacing factor method, the author of. this thesis

has devised anotherapproach in managing stands by the
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height factor system.

First the height factor at which a stand is fully-

stocked must be decided upon. Then each time the stand

arrives at this height factor value the stand is thin-

ned, and therefore, is never allowed to become over-

stocked with decreasing growth rate resulting. Timing

and severity of thinning treatments are based on access-

ibility and value of the stand and its growth rate,

The interval between thinnings should be measured in

height growth increments. This positive approach of

selecting just the one height factor line as represented

on a height factor graph and thinning each time the

stand reaches this stocking value offers a simplifi-

cation of the height factor method. Otherwise the

height factor method involves the task of determining

a lower stocking height factor, which on a height factor

graph lies below the chosen full-stocking value, This

latter requires thinning down to the lower height fac-

tor on the graph, and at the same time scheduling future

thinnings so that the stand during periods between thin-

nings will not exceed the full-stocking value and decreasea

the average growth rate that it was planned to maintain.

The approach presented by the author of thinning each

time a stand reaches its full-stocking is the same



approach adopted by Professor Matthews in developing

the spacing factor method of stand management.

This approach to the height factor method of

stand management can b e demonstrated by the use of

the hypothetical problem which follows: it is decided

to put a uniformly stocked, even-aged stand of jack

pine under management add that a height factor of

1/5 or 0.20 will be the full-stocking value. It is

predicted that under management the stand will main-

tain a hkight growth of ten feet in ten years. Because

of the predicted rate of height growth to be maintained

on that site while the stand is under management and

because of. the stand's accessibility and the value of

its intended products, the management plan is drawn

up to thin each time the stand adds ten feet in height.

This will mean thinning approximately every t en years

due t o the predicted r ate of height growth. Let "1y "

:epresent the number of years between thinnings and"r"

represent the rate of height growth each year. Then

"Y" x "r "represents the height growth between t hinningso

In this problem 'yr" equals ten feet. Assume that the

stand now averages 3,000 trees per acre and that the

average height of dominant and codominant tbees is 25

feet, It is planned to carry the stand through until
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its final crop trees are 75 feet tall.

The author of this thesis has devised a system

to mathematically compute the management of a stand

under the height factor method. This mathematical

procedure closely parallels that followed under the

spacing factor method.

Since the general height factor equation is

43,L560n = 2 and in this problem n : 3,000
(hf)

and h 259 the present height factor of the

stand can be computed as follows::

43,560 43,560
fl = 2 = 2 2

(hfi) hf

2 4

nh2

43 5606. 43,560 4=,L=

nh U

.43,560
present _3000_ 14.52- 3.8105
height 25 25 25.15
factor

The height factor varies inversely with the stocking.

The present height factor of 0.15 is less .than the

fully-stocked height factor of 0.20, and therefore,
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the stand is overstocked and in immediate need of thin-

ning.

The equation for the height factor of 0.20 is

2 -4and can be reduced as follows:

2
(o.$h)2

(O.20h)2  0.0.04h 2  h2

Since it is planned to thin again when the stand

adds "yr"or ten feet in height, the stand will be 35

feet tall at the time of the second thinning. There-

fore, the number of trees that must exist in the stand

just before the time of the second thinning can be

computed in the following manner:

1,089,000 1,089,000 889 trees per

(h4yr)2  (25410)2 acre

During the present thinning, therefore, an average of

3,000 minus 889 or 2,111 trees per acre must be removed

and an average of 889 trees per acre left standing.

The general equation for obtaining the proper

average number of trees per acre at future thinnings

is as follows,

n 435560
h+yr)f
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In this problem we are dealing with a constant height.

factor of 20%, and therefore, simplify the mathematics

by using the equation n 1,089,00, which is for
(hioyr)2

the specific height factor of 20%. Such a specific

equation can be derived for any particular height fac-

tore

Projecting this stand to the third thinning treat-

ment is a simple matter. When the third thinning treat-

ment comes the stand will have an average height of

dominant and codominant trees of 45 feet. In order

to just reach full stocking when the time of the third

thinning arrives the stand must have the average num-

ber of trees pera cre computed'by the equation,

1,089,000
n 6-

45

and is 538 trees per acre at that time, Therefore,

inthe second thinning an average of 889 minus 538 or

351 trees per acre will be removed from the stand.

All subsequent thinning s can be computed in this man-

ner.

The projected management of this stand is plotted

on the height factor graph of Figure 14. Note that

the management history of this stand plots below the

height factor line chosen as the full stocking value



while in Figure 10 the plotted stand history of Wilson's

Star Lake plot lies above the height factor line chosen

as the constant stocking value by which that stand is

managed. It can be seen in Figure 10 that if the height

factor of 0.205 or 20.5% was intended to be the full

stocking value for red pine the Star Lake stand would

be almost constabbly overstocked during its life his-

tory. In Figure 11 it is shown that the stand of jack

pine will be almost constantly of lower stocking than

the height factor line chosen to represent full stocking.

Assume that in this hypothetical problem the stand

of jack pine at present has an average of 1,200 trees

per acre and an average dominant and codominant tree

height of 25 feet. All other data is taken as rema-in-

ing the same as in the first case,

The first seep with this problem is to again deter-

mine whether the stand is at present fully-stocked,

overstocked or understocked, The present stocking is

obtained as follows with the use of the equation em-

ployed in the first part of this hypothetical problem:

4350 443 560
n -43560 1136.300 6.025

525
h 25

f z 0.241 or 24.1%
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The present height factor stocking 6f this jack pine

stand is 24.1%. Therefore, this stand is now under-

stocked since its present height fqctor value is greater

than the chosen full stocking height factor value of

20.0%.

The determination as to when this stand will

reach full stocking and be in need of a thinning treat-

ment can be made in the following manner: the average

number of trees per acre at present is 1,200 and the

chosenf ull stocking height factor is 0.20 or 20%.

Therefore, the average dominant and codominant height

of the stand when full stocking is reached can be corp-

puted by use of the Beight factor equation, This com-

putation is as follows:

43,560
n

f-

h

therefore,
43,560

n
h.-

f at full stocking

and, substituting the values in this problem,

43,560
1200 6

h eft30.12 feet

0.20 0.20 average
height
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The stand will become fully stocked when the average

height of its- dominant and codominant trees reaches

approximately 30 feet. Therefore, the first thinning

treatment will come when the stand adds an.average

height of 30 minos 25 or 5 feet,and subsequent thin-

nings will come after each addition of ten feet in

height. By means of the original data given in the

first part of the problem this timing of thinnings

by height growth can be converted to years. Thus,

since it is predicted that the stand will maintain

a height growth rate of ten feet every ten years ,

the f irst thinning will come about five years from

now when the stand averages thirty feet tall. A gen-

eral formula for directly obtaining the amount of

height growth required before a stand b ecomes f ully-

stocked can bw derived as follows:

let yr - the amount of height growth to be
added before a standecomes fully-
stocked

43,9560then n
(h+yr)f]

(h + yr)2  43,560

nf
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43,560
h + yr

n
yr : -h

f

Subsequent thinnings in this hypothetical problem

will come at approximately ten year intervals each time

the stand adds ten feet in height. The average num-

ber of trees per a cre t o be removed in the thinning.

treatment five years from now can be computed. At the

time of the second thinning the standw ill average 30

plus "yr" or forty feet in height and will have just

reached full stocking with a height factor of 20%.

Therefore, t he a verage number of trees per acre in the

fully-stocked stand. just before the second thinning

can b e computed as follows with the 20% height factor

equation derived and employed in the first part of this

problem:

1,089,000 1,089,000

n 2 : 681 trees
(30+yr) 40 per acre

Thus., in the first thinning an average .of 1,200 minus

681 or 519 trees per acre will be removed and 681 trees

per acre will be left, The other subsequent thinnings

can be computed in the same manner.
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_WEIGHT FACTOR CROWNOPENING FORAMLA

The author has developed also a method of comput-

ing the average crown opening created by thinning a

fully-stocked stand that is being managed under the

height factor method.

When a stand is -fully-stocked just before a thin-

ning . it has, by definitionin the height factor equa-

tion, an average distance in feet between tree stems

equal to"h f' The average spading between trees in

this stand just before the next, subsequent thinning

most be (h + yr)f. Therefore, this latter aberage

spacing of (h + yr)f must be created by this first

thinning. Thus the full canopy of tree crowns, with

no interlocking branches at proper full stocking, will

be opened up an aterage distance between crowns equal

to the difference b etween the average spacing of the

stand just fully.-stocked before the thinning and the

average spacing of the stand after the thinning0  This

can be presented in formula form as follows:

let 0 - the average .crown opening or open dis-
tance between crowns in feet

then 0 : (h + yr)f - hf
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and simplifying the equation by factoring "f "gives

0 f (h + yr - h)

and 0 e fyr

This is the crown opening f ormula to be employed in

the height factor method of forest management. This

formula closely parallels the spacing factor crown

opening formula.

The above hypothetical problem of putting a stand

of jack pine under management can be employed ,to dem-

onstrate the use of the crown opening equation. The

height factor of the fully-stocked stand of jack pine

was chosen tobe 0.20 or 20%. The height increment

between thinnings was chosen to be ten feet, which can

be expressed as"yr'O Therefore,the average crown open-

ing created by properly thinning this stand when it

reaches ffull stocking is computed as followsr

0 fyr

0 0o20 x 10 2.0 feet average open
distance between crowns

This average crown opening of 2 feet should be created

after each thinning in this problem.

For easy reference and d etermination of the amount

of crown opening to be expected for various full sbock-
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ing height factors and various size height increments

between thinning treatments, a general table can be

constructed. Table XI shows the average crown opening

created by thinning treatments for each full stocking

height factor fraction and average feight growth incre-

ment etween thinnings. This table can be constructed

also with the height factors expressed as pevcentages.

In addition to obtaining directly from Table II the-

crown opening to be createdby a thinning, Table XI

also can be used in obtaining the average spacing bea-

tween tree stems that will be createdby-the thinning.

The average spacing between t ree stems after a thin-

ning will equal the average s pacing before thinning,

plus the average crown opening to be created by the

thinning. This can be exprezsed in formula form as

follows:

let hf : the average spacing between trees
in feet as is defined by the height
factor equation

let 0 m the average crown opening in feet
as read from Table XI

let S 3 the average spacing between trees in
feet after the thinning

then S :hf + 0



TABLE .XI.-a--AVERAGE CROWN OPENINGS IN FEET TO BE LEFT
IN STAND THINNING TREATVENTS UNDER .HEIGHT FACTOR METHOD

OF MANAGEMENT

Average stand
height growbh
increment between
thinnings in feet

y r

Full stocking height growth factor
1/3 1/4 1/5 176 1/7 1/8 1/9

Average crown opening (or increase
in spacing above the full-ostocking
spacing existing before the thinm-
ning)in feet

0 fyr

3
4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17

18
19
20

1.00
1.33
1.67

2.00
2.33
2067

3.00
3033
3,67

4.00
4,33
4.67

5.00
5033
5067

6.00
6..33
6.67

0,75
1.00
1.25

1.50
1.75
2.00

2.25
2.50
2.75

3.00
3,25
3.50

3075
4000
4.25

4,50
4075
5,00

0,60
0.80
1.00

1.20
1040
1.60

1080
2.00
2.20

2040
2,60
2.80

3,00
3.20
3.40

3.60
3,80
4.00

0,50
0.67
0083

1.00
1.17
1.33

1.50
1,67
1,83

2.00
2.17
2.33

2,50
2.67
2.83

3.00
3.17
3.33

0.43
0.57
0.71

0086
1000
1.14

1.29
1.43
1,57

1.71
1986
2,00

2.14
2.29
2.43.

2057
2.71
2.86

0.38
0,50
0.62

0.75
0,88
1.00

1012
1025
1.38

1.50
1.62
-,.75

1.88
2.00
2o.12

2.25
2.38
2050

0,.33i
0.44
0.56

0.67
0.78
0.89

1000
1.11
1.22

1,33
1044
1.56

1.67
1.78
1,89

2.00
2.11
2,22



A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE HEIGHT AND THE

DIAMETER iMETHODS OF EXPRESSING STAND

STOCKING, WITH CONCLUSIONS DRAWN
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CORRELATION OF SPACING FACTOR LINES AND HEIGHT FACTOR

LINES WITH ACTUAL STAND DATA AND YIELD TABE DATA ON

GRAPHS

While discussing above the fact that the height

43,560
factor equation, n M , possibly reflects

a law of normal stocking for uniform, even-aged, closed

stands, it was mentioned that present support of the

height factor equation must be found in the histories

of well managed stands and in yield tables. Final

proof of the merits of the equation must be obtained

through experimentation. However, this suggestion of

referring to existing managed stand histories and to

existing yiel& tables for support of the height factor

equation also offers a medium through which the height

factor can be compared with the spacing factor. Thus,

the height and t he diameter methods of expressing stand

stocking canbe compared in part on this basis. Histor-

ies of managed stands and data from yield tables can

be plotted on both height factor and s pacing factor

graphs if all the required stand measurements are given.

The correlations of these plottings with the height
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factor lines and spacing-factor lines and the charac-

teristic relationships shown b y the graphic presenta-

tions can be studied to indicate the possible merits

of each method and to compare the two methods.

The task of draging conclusions from the manner

in which the data from -stand histories and yield tables

plot on these graphs offers many difficulties. Thin-

ning is done in many and various ways. It is an art,

although it shoild be guided by proper management plans

to utilize its full potential value. The differeat

thinning methods will influence differently the gen-

eral appearance presented by the plotted data of stands

and the correlation of the plotted stand histories with

the height factor lines and spacing factor lines.

If a stand is thinned from "underneath", taking

out the suppressed and oppressed and less desirable

treesand the recorded height of the stand is the

average height of all the trees in the stand, then the

average height will be increased as the direct result

of each thinning and this pattern will be reflected

on a height factor graph. If the recorded height of

the stand is of the. average height of the dominant and

codominant trees chosen to eventuallybecome the final

crop, then this dominant and codominant height will-



not jump as a direct result of each thinning treat-

ment. This same relationship holds true in the case

of the spacing factor anda verage stand diameter also.

The diameter growth of the final crop trees can be

maintained at quite a uniform rate throughout the life

of a stand by proper management,

CORRELATIONOF SPACING FACTOR LINES AND HEIGHT FACTOR

LINES WITH DATA FROM INDIVIDUAL, UNEFORMLY STOCED,

EVEN-AGEDSTANDS

Eventually, many experimental plots should be

established under varied sites and conditions and

managed consistently throughout their life-spans under

particualr height factor standards and spacing facty

standards in order t o determine theactual worth of these

methods, their advantages and limitations,and the pos-

sible scope of their applications, Until the time

such experimental plots are established and/be gin

contributing data, some conclusions can be drawn by

observing the correlation of data from existing, uni-

formly stocked, even-aged managed stands with the

height factor and spacing factor lines even though

these stands were not managed by the height factor

or spacing factor method,
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The author has -plotted the stand data of several

tree plantations of the University of Michigan on

height factor and spacing factor graphs. The data

for these managed stands, which are located on the

Saginaw Forest, Ann Arbor, Michigan, is fairly complete

and offers a means of studying the correlation of ac-

tual stand histories with the slopes of the height

factor lines and spacing factor lines, Occasionally

some specific data is lacking, which decreases even

more the reliability of graphing this data by the

height factor and spacing factor methods; But usually

enough data is present to allow the a uthor to make a

close estimate of what the missinga etual values should

be. Some of these stands have had other trees planted

within the stand at later dates, Other difficulties

were occasionally confronted also, No specific con-

clusions should be drawn from the graphs of these

stands presentedbelow as to the actual stocking to

which various species should be held nor should other

specific conclusions be drawn. The purpose here in

plotting this data is to compare the relative manner

in which the same stand plots on each type of graph.

The data of the thinned and unthinned eastern

white pine, Pinus strobus, plots of Lot 2b, Block 1,
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Saginaw Forest,-is plotted on the height factor graph

of Figure 15, the spacing factor graph of Figure 16,

and the stand response graph of Figrue 17. The data

from which these graphs were plotted is shown in

Table 1 of the appendix. Photographs taken of this

stand in December, 1948 are in Figure 1 of the appendix.

Note that the correlation of the stand data with

the slope of the lines of stocking in both Figures 15

and 16 is quite good, but that the slope of the stand

data is not quite as steep as that of the stocking

lines, From the standpoint of both these graphs the

stocking of this stand is steadily increasing. -Figure

17 shows a constant increase in basal area to over two

hundred square feet basal area per acre. The correla-

tion of the stand data of the thinned plot with. the

slope of the stocking lines is very good on both the

height factor graph and the spacing factor graph. How-

ever, the data from the unthinned plot correlates better

with the spacing factor slope than with the height fac-

tor slope. The latter part of the -stand history of

the unthinned portion of the stand, plots in what is

very nearly a stvaight line on the spacing factor graph

and is almost parallel with 6he stocking lines.

Note that on the height factor graph the average
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height of the dominant and codominant trees does not

increase directly as a result of each thinning, while

the average stand diameter on the spacing factor graph

does increase as a result of each thinning. If the

diameters recorded on the graph were the average of

only the dominant and codominant trees to remain in

the stand and not the average of all trees, then the

diameters recorded would not increase directly as a

result of each thinning but would present the same

general picture on the spacing factor graph as the

height recordings do on the height factor graph.

This same condition exists in the. data of all the

other stands selected-by the author from the Saginaw

Forest and presented in graphic form below.

The stand data of the thinned and unthinned

eastern white pine, Pinus strobus, plots of Lot 2c,

Block 1, Saginaw Forest, is plotted on the height

factor graph of Figure 18, the spacing factor graph

of Figure 19, and the stand response graph of Figure

20. The data from which these graphs were plotted

is compiled in Table 2 of the appendix. Photographs

of this stand are in Figure 2 of the appendix.

The corr&lation of the stand data for this white

pine stand with the slope of the stocking lines
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appears to be about the same on the spacing factor

graph and the height factor graph. Again stand stock-

durmg
ing increased steadily the period for which there was

data. The stand response graph of Figure 20 shows

sharp incrgases in stand stocking after each treat-

ment of the thinned plot.

The stand data of the Austrian pine, Pinus austriaca,

stand of Lot 2a, Block 1, Saginaw Forest., is plotted

on the height factor graph of Figure 21, the spacing

factor graph of Figure 22, and the stand response

graph of Figure 23. The stand data used in these

graphs is in Table 3 of the appendix and photographs

of this stand are in Figure 3 of the appendix.

Correlation of the Austrian pine stand data with

the slopes of both the height factor lines and the

spacing factor lines is quite good. In both cases

the data plots in a general line that does not hage

quite as steep a slope as the stocking lines. This

same relationship was true in the case of both eastern

white pine stands discussed above, The Austrian pine

stand data plots in a general line that has very nearly

a constant slope. The slope of this general- line on

the spacing factor graph is nearly equal to the slope

of the spacing factor lines, while the slope of the
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stand data on the height factor graph in relation to

the. height factor lines in'not quite as close. The

stand response graph of Figure 23 shows the basal area

growth of the stand, a nd offers a good comparison with

the stand response graphs, Figures 17 and 20, for the

eastern white pine stands discussed above. The Austrian

pine stand response graph shows not as great a rate

of increase in basal area as is shown for -the two white

pine stands. Thus,, the Austrian pine stand data plots

more nearly parallel to the spacing factor lines on

the ppacing factor graph than do the stand data of the

two white pine stands.

The stand data of the western yellow. pine, Pinus

ponderosa, plot of Lot 1, Block 5, Saginaw Forest, is

plotted on the height factor graph of Figure 24, the

spacing factor graph of Figure 25, and the stand response

graph of Figure 26.. The 'stand data used in these graphs

is in Table 4 of the appendix and photographs of the

stand are, in Figure 4 of the appendix.

Note that this ttand did not begin the trend of

maintaining any constant slope on the graphs until it

reached a stand height of about 27.5 feet on the height

factor graph and a stand diameter of 4.6 inches on the

spacing factor graph. The stand data of the plots
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previously discussed appear to begin conforming to

some constant slope earlier in the lives of the stands.

The stand data of this ponderosa pine stand plots in

a general line whose slope appears to correlate closer

with that of. the spacing factor lines in Figure 25 than

that of the height factor lines in Figure 24. The-

stand response graph of Figure 26 shows the large in-

crease in basal area per acre during the early life

of the ponderosa pine stand. This reflects the same

picture -of the early life of the stand as portrayed

in Figures 24 and 25.

The stand data of the thinned and unthinned plots

of the Scotch pine, Pinus sylvetris, stand of Lot 1,

Block 1, Saginaw Forest, is plotted on the height fac-

tor graph of Figure 27, the spacing factor graph of

Figure 28, and the stand response graph of Figure 29.

The stand data used in these graphs is ihW Table 5 of

The appendix and a photograph of the stand is in Fig-

ure 5 of the appendix. Correlation of the Scotch pine

stand data with the stocking lines is fair in both

Figures 27 and 28 and appears to be somewhat better in

the height factor graph -than in the spacing factor

graph for this particular stand, In both types of

graphs the stand data again plots along a line with
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not quite as steep a slope as that of the graph's

stocking lines@ Note the considerably higher stock-

ing of the unthinned Scotch pine plot in relation

to the thinned plot. This difference is .brought out

best in the stand response graph of Figrue 290 The

spacing factor graph and the stand response graph,

however, show that the thinned plot has a -higher

average stand diameter than the unthinned plot, partly

compensating for this large difference in stocking.

The height factor graph of Figure 27 does not reflect

this partial compensation since the average heights

of the two plots are about equal, -and in fact, the

average height of the dominant and codominant trees

in the stand is actually greater on the..unthinned

plot than on the thinned one. This can be construed

as being a disadUantage for the height factor graph.

The brief history of the thinned and unthinned

plots of the wea&tern yellow pine, Pinus ponderosa,

stand of Lot 5, Block 5, Saginaw Forest, is plotted

on the height factor graph of Figure 30, the spacing

factor graph of Figure 31, and the stand response

graph of Figure 32. The stand data used in these

graphs are in Table 6 of the a ppendix, a nd. photo-

graphs of this stand a re in Figure 6 of the appendix
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The thinned plot of this stand is plotted only

through two thinnings and one growth period, and the

unthinned plot of this stand is plotted through only

two growth periods. Note that it is apparent that

even in this brieij span of life the corrlation of

the stand data to the s]Tpe of the stocking lines is

somewhat better on the spacing factor graph of Figure

31 than on the height factor graph of Figure 30.

Again as in the cases of the other stands discussed

above, the stocking of this stand is pvrtrayed by

the graphs a s increasing. The stand response graph

of Figure 32! brings this fact out in terms of basal

area per acre.

From these graphs of the histories of individual

stands it Is noted that there is a fair correlation

between the stand data and both the height factor and

spacing factor lines. This is true even though these

stands were not managed under these methods, There-

fore, it can be assued that stands managed under these

methods will show even greater correlation and can

probably be managed so as to f&llow very closely one

particular stocking line. The height factor lines and

spacing factor lines appear to give about the same

degree of correlation with the slope of the plotted
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stand. data. In the case of the Scotch pine stand the

correlation appears to be better between the slope of

the height factor lines and that of the stand data.

In the case of the Austrian pine stand and the two.

ponderosa pine stands the correlation appears to be

somewhat better between the spacing factor line slope

and the stand data. Therefore, it cannot be said from

this limited data that either method is superior over.

the other in correlating with stand data. These above

facts suggest the possibility that the height factor

method might be best for managing certain tree species,

and the spacing factor method might be best for manag-

ing other particughr Aree species. This is merely a

suggestion, however, since this limited data with its

inherent faults, described in several places above, is

definitely not sufficient to draw any such conclusions.

It may well be that one of the two methods is superior

to the other in correlating with the stand data of all

tree .species, although this is not indicated here,

The plotting of the data of the Scotch pine stand

brings out 6ne disadvantage of the height factor graph,

which the spacing factor graph does not possess in this

case, The spacing factor graph showed that although

the unthinned Scotch pine plot had a much higher stocking
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than the thinned plot,.the thinned plot had a higher

proportion of its stocking in trees of larger diameter

since it possessed a larger average tree stem diameter

breast high. The height factor graph did not show

this relationship since the average height of the dom-

inant and codominat trees was a ctually higher on the

unthinned plot than on the thinned plot. However, the

apparent advantage: of the spacing factor graph in this

case might possibly be lost if the average. diameter of

only the dominant and codominant trees were recorded

instead of the average of all trees in the stand. If

the average diameter of only the dominant and codominant

trees were recorded on the spacing factor graph the

solid thinning lines on the graph would be vertical a s

no- increase in average diameter of dominant and codom-

inant trees would result directly from the thinning

treatment in the ease of most types of thinning methods,

The average basal area per acre is a good reflection

of volume. Since the spacing factor is merely an ex-

pression of basal area per acre in different terms, the

spacing factor also is a good reflection of volume.

Therefore, t he s tand response g raph is unnecessary when

managing a stand by the spacing factor method, because

the information it portrays is already given in the
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spacing factor graph. In the case of the height fac-

tor method. the stand response graph does serve a val-

uable purpose, because the height factor graph does

not give as good a reflection of volume as either basal

area per acIPe or the spacing factor.

CORRELATION OF SPACING FACTOR LINES AND HEIGHT FACTOR

LINESWITH. DATA FROM YIELDTABLES FOR UNIFORMLY STOCKED,

EVEN-AGED STANDS

It was stated above, while discussing the validity

of the height factor equation, that good, existing yield

tables can be used to give support to the height factor

theory. A good yield table was plotted on t he height

factor graph in Figure 9 to demonstrate this fadt,

This same yie&d table plotted on a spacing factor graph

provides a good comparison between t he two methods of

stand management by illustrating how well the slopes

of thetwo types of stocking lines correlate with the

slope of the line of the yield table data. For this

type of comparisonb etweenthe height factor method

and thy spacing factor method other yield tables for

uniformly stocked, even-aged stands man be used also.

Since yield tables are the averages of many stands

at different ages with different average heights and

average diameter., they probably are not as good a
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means of comparing the correlation of stand data to

the slope of the stocking lines of the height factor

and spacing factor graphs as would be the historied

of well managed, individual stands that have been

kept within good stocking limits, The curving of

the data from many stands in the construction of a

yield table might possibly cast a bias into the yield

table and result in a reflection of this bias when

plotting the yield table data on height factor and

spacing factor graphs. Nevertheless, with this pos-

sible fault kept in mine, it is still possible to

make a comparison between the two methods of manage-

ment by plotting the data from a yield table, on both

types of graphs and noting how well each method cor-

relates with the yield table data.

Yield tables for managed stands will, ofcourse,

plot with higher correlation on these g raphs than will

normal yield tables since normal yield tables are com-

piled from data taken from natural, unmanaged stands

that were considered as fully-stocked under some chosen

criteria., Managed stands, which the forest manager

thins at intervals to maintain a high growth rate and

concentrate as much growth as possible into chosen

crop trees, will depart from the data given in normal
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yield tables more and more as the stands advance through

each successive thinning.

Thus, the best correlation of stand data with the

graphs of the height factor lines and spacing factor

lines probably will b e found in the data of individual,

well managed stands that are uniformly stocked and even-

aged stands. Correlation will probably be quite good

in the data of yield tables of managed stands that are

uniformly stocked and even-aged. Correlation will

usually be poorer than the two cases above in the plot-

ting of data from normal yield tables.

A yield table for managed pine and spruce stands

in central Sweden is plotted on the height factor graph

of Figure 9 (on page 85) and on the spacing factor

graph of Figure 33. The data used in plotting these

graphs is shown in Table 7 of theappendix. This yield

table states that Danish type thinnings were applied

to the stands from which this data was compiled. Infor-

mation within the yield table indicates that the thin-

nings were not done just at ten year intervals but during

the years spanning each interval as well. However, in

the height factor graph of Figure 9 and the s pacing

factor graph of Figure 33, the data is plotted as though

all trees removed during eachten year period were
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removed at one time at the beginning of each period

since there is no detailed data in the yield table

as to how many trees were removed each time the stands

were visited for the purpose of a thinning treatment.

The comparison of the correlation between the

slope of the stocking lines of each of these graphs

with the slpe of the yield table data offers an inter-

esting contrast. The height factor lines on the graph

on page 85 correlate very closely with the yield table

data, A height factor of about 21.5% or 22.0%o appears

to be the corredt upper limit of stocking. The data

follows this stocking very closely until after a height

of 63 feet is reached. F.G, Wilson attempts to explain

this apparent drop in stocking when that height of stand

is reached by calling it the period of accretion cut-

tings. The yield table data plots in just as constant

a slope on the spacing factor graph of Figure 33 as it

does on the height factor graph of Figure 9. However,

this constant slope of the yieldtable data on the spac

ing factor graph does not closelya pproximate the slope

of the spacing facbbr- lines, while on the height factor

graph the slope of the yield tabled ata corresponds

very closely with thkt of the height factor lines, On

the spacing factor graph the slope of the yield table



data is not as steep as the slope of the spacing factor

lines. Thus, in terms of the spacing factor the yield

table data indicates a steady increase in stocking, while

in terms of the height factor the yield table data indi-

cates nearly a constant stocking maintained through

all the age classes. Since this is a yield table for

managed stands in which the stands were probably not

allowed to become overcrowded and stagnated in.Lgrowth,

the height factor method appears to be the better cri-

terion on which to base stand stocking in this case.

However, the spading factor graph does plot the yield

table data along a constant slope.- Note that the ap-

parent period of accretion cuttings portrayed on the

height factor graph is not reflected on the spacing

factor graph. The alverage basal area per acre increases

in each succ8eding age class of the yield table through-

out all the age classes. Therefore, there is no con-

clusive evidence that the stand t reatments during the

last three age periods inthe yield table are accretion

cuttings, but the height factor graph does pvbtray

them as such. In terms of the height factor they are

accretion cuttings.

The stand data of two sites of a normal yield

table for eastern white pine, Pinus strobus, In Mass-

achusetts is plotted on the height- factor graph of
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Figure 34 and on the spacing factor graph of Figure

35. (19)

In the discussion of the height factor equation

earlier in the thesis, it was stated that according

to the equation, site should have no effect on "ffl

However, the height factor graph of this yield t able

in Figure 34 does not appear to bear out this hypo-

thesis appreciably. There is a consistent difference

in stocking between the two sites on thegraph of

between one and ttwo percent in height factor value.

In the case of the s pacing factor graph of Figure 35,

a similar hypothesis that site should have no. effect

on "S F of the spacing factor equation would be sub-

stantiated by thegraph as the stand data of the two

sites pl~t very close together. It is interesting to

note that on the height factor graph the stand data

of Site II plots at a consistently lower stocking than

that of Site I throughout the data; the stand data of

Site II on the spacing factor graph plots close to but

a little below the data of Site I in the early part

lReed., P.M. and Tarbox, E,E., "Table IV.Yield Table
for White Pine", Harvard Forest Bulletin No.7,
Harvard Forest, Petersham., Mas1, 1924,p.17.
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of the stand history, and in the latter part of the

stand history plots close to but is actually a little

above that of Site I it stocking.

The data from this normal yield table for eastern

white pine plots much closer to a -strgight line on

the spacing factor graph than on the height factor

graph. The data plots in a slight curve on the height

factor graph and thus does not have as constant a

slope as does the data plotted on the spacing factor

graph. However, in the older age classes of the yield

table, the data plots on a slope somewhat closed to

the parallel height factor lines than does the slope

of the data on the spacing fac4br graph in relation

to the slope of the spacing facbbr.lines. On the

spacing factor graph tie yield table table data is

portrayed as steadily increasing instocking through-

out all age classes0

The stand data of a poor site and a good site

from normal yield tables of second-growth, eastern

white pine, Pinus strobus, in Wisconsin is plotted on

the height factor graph of Figrue 36 and on the spac-

ing factor graph of Figure 37. (20)

R0. Brown, R.M. and Gevorkiantz, S.R., Volume, Yield,
and Stand Tables for Tree S3*cies in the lake
States, Technical Bulletin 39, Univeratty of
Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station, St.
Paul, Minnesota, 1934, p..2 03 and 205.



Correlation between the slope of the plotted

table data with the slope of the stocking lines on

both the height factor graph and the spacing factor

graph is very close and is better than the correlation

of the yield table for the same tree species in Mass-

achusettes in Figures 34 and 35. Figure 36, the height

factor graph, again showsthe yield table data with

a slight curve in it as was shown in Figure 34 for

Massachusetts. The spacing factor graph portrays the

yield table data as being very nearly a straight line.

The poor site is portrayed as of consistently less

stocking than that of the good site. The poor site

does not cross the plotted line of the good site, and

does not show a higher stocking at any point in the

spacing factor graph o f Figure 37, while the two sites

of the Massachusetts yield table did cross in the spac-

ing factor graph of Figure 35. Figures 36 and 37 support

the characteristic portrayed in Figure 34 that one quality

site should plot consistently above or below a site of

another quality, Note also that the good and poor sites

of the Wisconsin (and applying to the Lake States) are

portrayed by both the height factor graph and spacing

factor graph as being of higher stocking than that shown

in both the types of graphs in Figures 34 and 35 for
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the Massachusetts yield table. As discussed earlier,

Wilson stated that the apparent conclusions to be

drqwn from the height factor equation theory are that

site has no effect on "f", but the consistent plottimg

of one site at a higher stocking level than another

tends 'to dispute this theory.

Again, in Figures 35 and 36 it can be noted that

the data plots along a slope less steep than that of

the stocking lines. However, this difference in slope

is very small on these two graphs

As discussed earlier, Wilson states that white

pine could be kept at a stocking between height factors

one -fif th and one-sixth for proper stand stocking.

Both height factor grapes of Figures 34 and 36 of white

pine yield table data for Wisconsisn and Massachusetts

show a higher s tocking than this in all but the early

age classes and for both good and poor sites.

The data for fully-stocked, pure, even-aged jack

pine, Pinus banksiana, stands on good and poor sites

from a normal yield table is plotted on the height

factor graph of Figure 38 and the spacing factor graph

of Figure 39. (21)

21#. Ibid., p. 193o
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After the first age class, the jack pine yield

table data plots in a straight line for both good and

poor sites on both the height factor and spacing factor

graphs. Correlation of the slope of the plotted yield

table data with the slope of the stocking lines is

better on the spacing factor graph than on the height

factor graph and is, in- fact, almost perfect on the

spacing factor graphi, The spacing factor graph of

Figure 39 portrays just a very small increase in stock-

ing for the yield table data after the f irit age class.

Note that on the height factor graph the slope of the

yield table data is steeper than that of the stocking

lines after the firstage class. According to the height

factor graph, the stocking of the yi&ld table data grad-

ually decreases after the first age class.

As mentioned earlier while describin3 the height

factor method of management, Wilson stated in his article

in the October, 1946, issue of the Journal of Fores trr

that jack pine could be kept at a height factor stockm

ing of between one-fourthl and one-fifth, The yield

table data for jack pine plotted on the height fadtor

graph of Figure 38 is shown as being of higher stocking.

However, Figure 38 indicates the possibility that the

stand data for the earlier age classes was at too high
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a stocking because the stocking of subsequent age

classes steadily decreases.

The data for fully-stocked, even-aged, normal

stands If longleaf pine, Pinus palustris, for site

index 50 and site index 100 is plotted on the height

factor graph of Figure 40 and the spacing factor graph

of Figure 41& (22) Table 8 of the appendix shows the

stand data from which t hese two g raphs were constructed.

Note that the correlation of the slope bf the

height factor lines with the slope of the plotted data

in Figure 40 is very good for the middle age classes

of both site indices. Between the first and second

age classes on this graph the stocking increases, and

then for the last two age classes the stocking decregqses.

The slope of the spacing factor lines shows good

correlation with that of the stand data in Figure 41.

The data plots in more of a straight line on the spac-

ing factor graph than on the height factor graph, and

the two site indicesa re much closer in stocking on

the spacing factor graph than on the height factor

graph. As does the height factor graph, the spacing factor

22. Wahlenberg, W.G., Longleaf Pine, Charles
Lathrop Pack Forestry FouncYation, publishers,
Washington, D.Cs, First Edition, 1946, pp.290-295.
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graph shows an increase in stocking between the

first two age classes; however unlike the height

factor graph, the spacing factor graph shows no

decrease in stocking- in the two oldest age classes.

The slope of the plotted stand data on the spacing

factor graph is not as steep as that of the stocking.

line3, and therefore, t he graph shows a gradual in-

crease in stocking for each older age class. On the

height factor graph this relationship is not indicated.

The plotting of this stand data on the spacing

factor graph of Figure 41 is unique from the spacing

factor graphing of stand data from all the other

Yield tables and individual s tands shown here in

that the plotted average stand diameters are the av-

erage diameters of dominant and codominant trees alone

and not that of all trees in the stand. The slope of

this stand data was still about as clse to that of

the spacing factor lines as that of the data of the

other stands0

It has been noted that the correlation between

the slope of the -stocking lines of the graph and the

slope of the stand data of both yield tables for man-

aged stands and for unmanaged, "normal" stand is good

on both the height factor graphs and the spacing factor
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graphs. The stand data of these yield tables appear

to plot consistently in more of a straight line of

constant slope on the spacing factor graphs than on

the height factor graphs. The yield table data is

portrayed usually as gradually increasing in stocking

on botht he height factor graphs and the spacing fac-

tor graphs. The height factor graph shown here for

jack pine yield table is an exception to .this, a nd

also the height factor graph of the longleaf pine

data cantbe considered as an exedption. The spacing

factor graph nearly always portrays the datafrom

these yield tables as gradually increasing instocking

am was similarly shown in the case of data from indi-

vidual stands. It must be remembered that there are

possible Laults, a s described above, in the plotting

of yield table data, particularly those for unmanaged

stands on these graphs.

The apparent increase in stocking shown in the

early age classes of the stand data on the spacing

factor graphs can be explained by the fact that during

that earlys tage in the stand, while the stocking is

increasing, the tree stems are not yet developed

sufficiently, and the crown stem ratio of full stock-

ing has not yet been reached. It may also be that
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the stands had not yet attained fullia rown cover a nd

were understocked until the time that the stand data

begins t6 plot on a constant slope. The importance-

of the development of the tree stems in the stand be-

fore the c rown-stem ratio can be relied upon was

stressed on page 13.
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ANOTHER POSSIBLE THEORY FOR NUMERICALLY EXPRESSING

THE STA1ND STOCKING OF UNIFORMLY STOCKED,

EVEN-AGED STANDS

In the plotting of the stand data of both yield

tables and individual stands on spacing factor graphs,

it was noted above that the slope of the stand data

was almost always not as steep as that of the spacing

factor lines. Because of the weaknesses in plotting

yield table data gathered and averaged from many stands

of different ages, and in plotting the individual stand

data of stands not managed by this method on spading

factor graphs, it cannot be concluded that the slope

of the spacing factor lines is too steep0  In fact,

considering all these faults, the correlation of the

data to the spacing factor lines is close. However,

it is possible - and the above graphs do not reject

it - that there should be some gradual increase allowed

in the basal area per acre of the s tand during its life.

This would mean a gradual decrease in the spacing fac-

tor value,
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This slope of the s tand data kn the spacing factor graph

might possibly differbetween species and might even

be steeper than the spacing factor lines for some species

after definite tree stem ddvelopment has been established

in the s tand,

The author thought of the possibility that perhaps

different stocking equations would better fit certain

tree species in management while interpreting the char-

acteristics of the plotted stand data on the graphs

of the individual stands and the yield tables shown

above. These graphs show that this theory has a pos-

sibility of significance; at leasttey do not disprove it.

It may well be that uniformly stocked, even-aged

stands can be managed best by either the height factor

method or the spacing fadtor method or just as well

by both. However, if it is found through experimenta-

tion later that certain species should be.;managed so

as tof ollow their own particular sl~pes on spacing

factor graphs, then these slopes can be found for each

species and the stocking equations can be computed by

the following 1raphical method developedhere. Stands

of the same species but on different sites appear on

the above graphs to plot along the same slope but at

slightly different stocking levels; therefore it is a
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possibility that the same slope will apply to all

uniformly stocked, even-aged stands of a given species,

while some species have different slopes and, conse-

quently, different stocking equations than others.

Suppose that the yield table for managed pine and

spruce stands on average quality sitt in central Sweden

shown in Table 7, of the appendix was accepted as the

correct stocking amounts to bd maint&ined during the

life of a similar managed stand in like donditions,

this yield table data can then be plotted on a graph

similar to the spacing factor graph except that the

spacing factor lines are omitted, This is done on the

graph of Figure 42. It canb e seen in Figure 3@,on

page 147, that the slope of this yield table data is

not the same a s that of the spacing factor lines.

The equation of stocking for this yield table

and the equation of the slope of its data can be com

puted graphically from Figure 42 as follows::

let d : the average diameter breast high of
the stand

let n : the average number of trees per acre

From the graph, where

d:2, n 22,330

d : 10, n 217
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The logarithmic equation of a s traight line on this
logarithmic graph is

logn : alog d + log k

Using the logarithms of these values, the simultaneous
observation equations become

3.36736 : 0.30103 a + log k

2.33646 - 1.00000 a + log k

Subtracting to eliminate log k gives

1.03090 - -0.69897 a

a : 4Q.47490 or -. 475

Solving for log k gives

2.33646 - -47490 t log k

log k : 3.81136

Therefore, the equation of the line is

log n : 1.475 log d. + 3.81136

and the antilog of this equation is

am 6,477n a
d1 47 5

The equation of the slope of this line in logarithmic
form is

1.475 log d c--log n

and the antilog is

l. 4 7 5 1

n

.Thus, the stocking equation can be computed for

any species., and this equation can be employed through
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the use of logarithms in mathematically predicting

the future management of the stand. The slope equa-

tion will be the same for a11 sites for a g iven species.

Ofcourse, this procedure is only correct if the

theory itself is vali&. The data gathered for this

thesis indicates this possibility, but the data is

fromstand data of individual stands and of yield

tables, and both of these groups contained bo data

from stands managed by either the height factor mebhod

or the spacing factor method. If this data had .in-

eluded some stands managed successfully bV either the

height factor or spacing factor method, and had the

data of these stands shown that such a maintained

degree of stocking was desirable, then this theory

would have no foundation. This method of computing

equations of stocking is presented in the possibility

that this theory of different stocking equations for

certain tree species might have some validity proven

in the future, and consequently some method of deter-

mining stocking at different stages in the development

of a stand would be needed.

It can be seen that in this particular case in

Figure 33, the slope of this stocking line is not as

steep as that of the spacing factor lines. Therefore,
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according to the spacing factor theory this data shows

a constant increase in s tocking and should be"over-

crowded" during at least part of its life history.

According to the spacing factor theory that the crown

stem ratio should remain constant once the trees ae-

quire sufficient stem development, this particular line

of data will -lead to unnecessary interlocking of crowns

in the stand and a stagnation of growth. This is asssum-

ing that the constant crown-stem relationship is correct*

The height factor graphs also portrayed many stock-

ing lines of stand data at constant slopew that were

different than the slope of the height factor lines.

In the same manner as developed above, individual stock-

ing equations in terms of average height and number

of trees per acre can be computed for different stand

data and applied to certain specieR, if it is shown

that this theory is worth experimentation.,
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SPECIFIC CONCLUSIONS FROM THE COMPARISON OF

THE HEIGHT FACTOR AND SPACING FACTOR METHODS

RELATIVE VALIDITY OF THE SPACING FACTOR AND HEIGHT

FACTORTHEORIES

The spacing factor and height factor graphs of

the data gathered for this thesis show that both

methods correlate with existing stand data surpris-

ingly well in kany cases, indicating that they should

correlate exdellently with the data of standsmanaged

by these methods, With proper factors taken into

account, both methods may enable the reqlization of

close to the maximum possible economic return from

a timber stand.

Both theories are of recent origin with the spac-

ing factor theory undergoing the greatest amount of

development and application until nowe

Of the two theories, the spacing factor method

is perhaps the most widely known anda coepted for it

embodies the theory of maintaining a constant basal

area per acre within the stand, a nd foresters have

beernmore and more interested in this method of manage-

ment. Some experimental plots of uniformly stocked,
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even-aged stands have been thinned to a constant basal

area per acre for quite a number of years to study the

merits of maintaining a constant basal .area per acre-.

The Yale University School of Forestry has been con-

ducting experiments of this type on white pine plots*

However, the height factor method bf expressing stand

stocking, even though more recent, is already receiving

attention, and in some cases measurements are being

taken in' preparation for future employment of the

method. (23) The method is being accepted as having

good possibilities.

THE CONSISTENCY OF RATE OF GROWTH IN TERMS OF BOTH

HEIGHT AND DIAMETER FOR UNIFORM TIMING AND SEVERITY

OF THINNINGS THROUGHOUT THE LIFE OF STANDS

Bruce and Schumacher state that diameter growth

is affected by the density of the stand. The more dense

the stand the less the diameter growth. However, they

also state that height growth behaves differently, and

that height growth correlates very little if any with

density within certain broad limits. (24) Height growth

23. Gevorkiantz, S.R. and Scholz, HoF.,Timber Yields
and Possible Returns from the Mixed-Oak Farmwoods
of Southwestern Wisconsin ,u-blication N0,521,U._
le-p oT A-gidculture, Fores Service, Feb. 1 9 4 8 ,p.15.

24. Bruce, Donald and SchuacherFeX.,Forest mensura-
tion, McGraw Hill Book Co.,Inc., N.Y.and London,
Second Edition, 1942, p.365.
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will not accelerate after a cutting, but diameter

growth will. In fact, growth acceleration after

cutting is often expressed as an increase in period&c

diameter gDowth. (25)

It ofte::n occurs that the average height of dom-

inant trees on experimental plots which have been

thinned many times during their life span is no great-

er than that on the unthinned, control experimental

plots. This fact iI born out by the stand data of

the thinned and unthinned experimental plots ofi the

Saginaw Forest of the University of Michigan presented

in this thesis. Other experimental forest show the

same results. (26)

These facts represent an advantage of the height

factor method over the spacing factor method. How-

ever, it is possible that in a stand managed well

under the spacing factor method, the stand density

will be confined to fairly narrow limits, and that

diameter growth will not be allowed to stagnate from

overcrowding and then to spurt after a thinning. The

25. Ibid., p.400.

26. Hawley, Ralph C,, Observations on Thinning and
Management of Eastern WhitePine~in Southeri
New Hampshire, Bulletin No.42, YaT University
'ffiool of Forestry, 1936, p.7.,
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object of management is to thin before overcrowding

occurs and to maintain diameter growth at a'fairly

constant rate throughout the life of the stand after

proper stem development has been reached. It is pos-

sible to maintain almost a constant rate of diameter

growth .over a broad spread od diameter classes from

six inches to thirty inches, (27)

The spacing factor graphs of individual stands

shown in this thesis all portray an increase in aver-

age stand diameter as a direct result of thinning.

This will always occur with "low"thinnings, thinnings

which primarily remove the smaller, poorer trees in

the' stand. However, if the spacing factor method

employed the average diameter of only the dominant and

codominant tbees, as is the case with height for the

height factor method, the increase in average diameter

directly as a result of thinning probably would be

eliminated,

MATHEMATICAL APPLICATIONS OF THE TWO METHODS OF

EXPRESSING DENSITY IN FOREST MANAGEMENT

The height factor and spacing factor are both simple

numerical expressions of stand density. Both

27. Schnur, G. Luther, unpublished material on
growth studies in Missouri.
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have mathematical equations which can easily be apOlied

in stand management. Prior to this, the'spacing fac-

tor had been the most advanced in mathematical appli-

cations, but it was shown in this thesis that the height

factor expression could be applied to stand management

in a closely similar manner. As far as the particular

field of forest management is concerned, the two methods

are about equal.

COMPARATIVE EASE AND ACCURACY OF OBTAINING NECESSARY

STA1'D MEASUREMENTS FOR APPLICATION OF THE TWO METHODS

The average spacing in feet between tree stems

in the stand must be obtained when using either method.

This is necessary in order to use this figure both with

the average height of the dominaht and codominant trees

of the stand to obtain the height factor and with the

average stand diameter breast high to obtain the spac-

ing factor.

Obtaining the average height of the dominant and

codominant trees in the stand for use in the height

factor is a slower a nd more difficult procdss than

obtaining an average diameter breast high for use in

the spacing factor. The timber cruiser and the con-

sulting. forester can make direct measurements of stem



diameters at breast height, for this is within easy

reach of the man. .M6asuring the heights of trees is

a more difficult problem. The top of the tree may be

at quite a distance from the man. If thecrown of a

tree is very rounded it is difficult to estimate where

the highest point of the crown is located.

In measuring diameters under favorable circum-

stances it is possible to measure accurately to the

nearest tenth of an inch by means of a rule, caliper,

or tape, but in many cases diameters will be rounded

off to the nearest inch. (28) Height measurements,

however, even when made with instruments accurate to

the nearest foot, are handicapped by the fact that the

base of the tree is a poorly defined target and that

an imperceptible lean will cause an appreciable error

of from three to five feet or even more, (29) Purely

ocular estimates of total height cannot be attempted

with an accuracy closer than by ten foot intervals cr

perhaps, with very short trees, by five foot intero

vals. (30) It is important to distribute height

28. Bruce, Donald and Schujacher, F. X., op.cit.,p.ll,

29. Ibid , p.24.

30s Ibid., p.24.
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measuraments evenly over anarea, for there exists a

human tendency to measure trees on level ground or

lower slopes, resulting in a serious plus error. (31)

Recently there has been a rapid advancement in

the use of aerial photographs in timber cruising. (32)

It is possible to measure tree heights on a erial photo-

graphs and under favorable conditions to count the

number of trees in a given area. This mounting impor-

tance of aerial photographs in measuring timber stands

may increase the value of the height factor theory.

Many factors affect the accuracy of tree height measure-

ment on aerial photographsir but it is possible with

a Harvard parallax wedge to measure tree heights on

good photographs of a scale of 1:6,000 with an average

error of three feet; about six feet at 1:12,990; and

nine feet at 1:18,000. (33)

It is possible also to arrive at the diameter

breast high of a tree by measurements on aerial photo-

graphs by use of the formula: (34)

31. Chapman, Herman H. and Demeritt, Dwight B., Elements
of Forest Mensuration, J.B. Lyon Company, Publishers,
Albany, New York, Secona Edition, 1936, p. 102S

32, ---- ,"Cruising and Mapping by Planeback" ,The Timber-
man, Portlang.,Oregon, Vol.XLIXNo.l0,Aug.,1948,pp.55-570

33. SpurrStephen H., Aerial Photographs in Forestry,
The Ronald Press Company, New York., 1948, p.235.

34, Na'h,A.J*.,Some Volume Tables fvD Use in Air Survey,
reprint from thTForestry Chroncle,Cianada, Vol.XXIV.
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kh

d

where d a diameter breast high

k C tree crown diameter

E - a coefficient which much be established
for the tree species- concerned

However, this is an indirect-method for obtaining'the stem

diameter and the tree height must be measured in the pro-

cess; therefore the height factor ha the advantage in

this type of application since it is easier to obtain

and can be measured directlyfrom the photogrpphs. Also,

except under the most favorable conditions, it is diffi-

cult to identify tree species on aerial photographs in

order to apply the proper value for "E"..

THE EASE OF FINDING REQUIRED DATA AND THE QUANTITY OF

EXISTING REQUIRED DATA FOR TEE APPLICATION OF EACH METHOD

In gathering the stand data from the records of

the stands in the Saginaw Forest of the University of

Michigan for use in'this thesis, it was found that proper

height data necessary for theapplication of the height

factor method was often lacking. The tables of this

Saginaw Forest data presented inthe appendix indicate

this frequent lack of height data. On the other hand,
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very adequate data on average stand diameters was almost

always present.

Wilson, himself, admits that "forestry literature

is replete with references to the close correlation

between average stand diameter a nd total number of trees

or basal area". (35) Besides extensive studies of this

oorrelation, stand measurements in the past nearly

always included the proper stand diameter measurements

while often lacking proper height data. Therefore,

it is .more difficult now to apply the height factor

theory to this existing stand data than it is to apply

the spacing factor theory.

APPLICATION OF THE TWO METHODS IN "ON THE SPOT'S"

MANA GE!ENT DECISIONS TN THE FIELD

Both the height factor andspacing factor, as.

simple numerical expressions of stocking, c anbe applied

quickly by the consulting forester who has only a limited

tiie in the field to draw up tentative management plans

for particular stands to be put under management. Their

mathematical applications, as brought out earlier, are

very similar and about equally developed. The spacing

35. Wilson, FG., opI cit., p. 758.
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factor does have possible application in mensuration

as described, above while discussing that theory. There

has been no such application for the height factor as

yet.

Though their mathematical applications are about

the same, it is, however, easier to make diameter

measurements than height measurements. It is also

much easier to obtain the required data on diameter

growth within a particular stand than it is to obtain

height growth. The spacing factor method has the

obvious advantage in this particular. case.

THE PORTRAYAL OF VOLUME STAND SIZE, AnD TIMBER QUALITY

IN EACH NUMERICAL TETHOD OF EXPRESSING STOCKING

In comparing the correlation of the height factor

and spacing factor theories with the stand data of

individual s tands earlier in this thesis, it was noted

that a "stand r esponse" graph was valuable when used

in conjunction with the height factor method but was

unnecessary when working with the spacing factor. The

spacing factor portrays basalarea in an exact mathema-

tical relationship and also embodies the average stand

diameter in its definition; therefore the "stand response"

graph, involving just these two measurements, merely



presents in another way what is already shown on the

spacing factor graph.

Since basal area is a good reflection of timber

volume, the spacing factor, which has an exact mathe-

matical relationship with the basala rea as exp&ained

above, is also a good refledtion of volume. When only

the spacing factor Is given for a stand, a quick refer-

ence to Table I or Figure 3 in this thesis will produce

the corresponding basal a rea value. The height factor

gives no such portrayal of volume.

Average stand diameter, required in the spacing

factor method, gives the forester a picture of the

saw timber size of the stand and is often employed

as a measurement of stand merchantability. Lumber.

quality also is strongly and directly correlated with

diameter. A forester has a clearer picture of a

stand's merchanftbility, for example, if he knows the

average stand diameter is 14 inches d.b.h. rather

than that the -stand's average height is 60 feet. Thus

the spacing factor is more of an aid than the height

factor in this particu~kr application,
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GENERAL CONCLUSION

Both the height factor and the spacing factor

answer the need for a numerical expression of stocking

for uniformly stocked, even-aged stands.

It was found that the two methods of expressing

stocking are quite similar in their mathematical ap-

plications.

Because of the current lack of vital data for

the a pplicatioh of the height factor methodbecause

of the greater ease in gathering the necessary data

for application of the spacing factor method, and

because the spacing factor gives a much better por-

trayal of stand volume and merchantability, it appears

that the spacing factor has thea dvantage over the

height factor at present.

Both methods can serve as ggides in the intelli-

gent construction of forest management plans for tim-

ber stands, Much research on experimental plots with

controlled thinnings is needed to determine the full

value of these two theories, but it is already appafrent

that they will be of definite aid to the forest manager.
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TABIE 1.-HISTORY OF PINUS STROBUS STAND OF LOT 2b,

BLOCK 1, SAGINAW FOREST, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN.

Lot planted in 1904 with 2-year seedlings.
Lot 2b contains 0.54 acre.

Year Average Before Number Average Basal
Height of of of D.B.H. Area
Dominants After Trees of per
and Codom- Thin- per Stand Acre
inants ning Acre

Feet Inches Square
Feet

Thinned Plot

1916

1920

1925

1930

1935

1940

1945

18,8

24,0*

32,4

40.2

44.Q*

48.5*

59.8

before
after
before
af ter
before
af ter
before
after
before
af ter
Def ore
after
before
af ter

4,530
3,936'
3,407
2,020
2,020
19263
19260
1,121
1,078

947
938
788
769
583

2.0
2.0
2.75
3e2
3,95
4.4
50.1
5,3
5.9
6.1
6a.4
6,6
7.3
7.7

105.15
95.066

142.628
111,.057
173.199
136.61
178,.836
170.150
205o712
192.203
209,385
185.933
224,442
187,301

Unthinned, Control Plot

1916 17,0* 39904 2.1 90.,888
1920 23,0* 3,376 2e7 138.3
1925 30.0* 2,552 3,55 178,005
1930 38.3 1,877 4.4 195e603
1935 42,0* 1,492 5.0' 208,095
1940 47,0* 1,248 5.5 205,285
1945 56,0* 1,047 6.1 215,344

* Estimated values because average heights of dominant
and codoninant trees were not recorded. for these periods.
However, five of these periods do have the range of heights
and average height of all trees in the stand recorded.
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Eastern white pine, Pinus strobus, Lot 2b, Block 1.,

Saginaw Forest~, Ann A rbor, IMichigan. December, 1.948

Plate l.-Photograph of the stand
A foot-rule is attached to one stem
for size comaparis-on.e

Plate 2,-Crown-closure photograph
Note interlacing branch es between
adjacent crowns.



TABLE 2.-HISTORY OF PINUS STROBUS STAND OF LOT 2c,

BLOCK 1, SAGINAW FOREST, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN.

Lot planted in 1904 with 2-year seddlings.
Lot 2c contains 0.57 acres.

Year Average Before Number Average Basal
Height of or of D.B.H. Area
Dominants After Trees of per
and Codom- Thin- per Stand Acre
inants ning Acre

Square
Feet Inches Feet

Thinned Plot

1916 18.0* 2,108 2.6 76.024

1921 24.0* Before 1,952 3.3 117.405
After 1,430 3.3 104,84

1925 34.0* Before 1,379 4.5 153,462
After 1,020 4.5 130.693

1930 40.8 Before 1,020 5.6 177,122
After 938 5.8 169.372

1935 45.0* Before 929 6.4 208,750
After 840 6,7 199,613

1940 49.0* Before 830 6.9 -214,019
After 664 7.3 189.278

1945 58.6 Before 660 8.0 228,688
After 561 8.3 210.325

Unthinned, Control Plot

1916 180* 29108 2,6 76,024
1921 25,0* 1,924 3,4 120,302
1925 32.0* 1,517 4.4 162.314
1930 42.4 19151 5.4 181,354
1935 46,5* 913 6,2 193.005
1940 50.5* 802 6,7 199.226
1945 59,0* 691 7.6 217,308

* Estimated values because average heights of dominant
and codominant trees were not recorded for these periods.
However, seven of these periods do have recorded the
range of heights and average height of all trees in the
stand,
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F CTUR~
Eastern white 'oine, Pinus strobus, Lot 2c

Block 1, Sa naw Dorest, 'Ann Arbor, Drlichi gan ,Deceniber, 1948

Plate l.-Photogsraph of~ the stand
A foot-rule is attached to one stern
for size comparison.

n

Rtf

r

1

Plate 2.- COown-closure photog'raph



TABLE 3,-HISTORY OF PINUS AUSTRIACA STAID OF LOT 2a,

BLOCK 1, SAGINAW FOREST, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN.

Lot planted in 1904 with 2-year seedlings.
Lot 2a. contains 0.127 acre.

Year Average Before Number Average Basal
Height of or of D.B.Ho Area
All Trees After Trees of per
in.the Thin- per Stand Acre
Stand ning Acre

Square
Feet Inches Feet

1915 15.0 2,600 2.3 7504

1917 18.3 29410 2.9 104.9

1919 20.8 Before 2,284 3.2 128.5
After 1,299 3e7 99.45

1924 28.9 Before 19267 492 126.73
After 913 4,6 106,93

1929 37.8 Before 906 5.3 138.33
After 709 5.6 120.88

1934 45.2 Before 701 6.0 136.409
After 575 6.2 122.181

1939 53.6 Before 567 6.8 144.393
After 520 6,8 137.4

1944 61.0 Before 520 7.7 167.6
After 378 8.3 141.0

Average height of dominant and codominant trees
was not recorded at any period for this stand; there-
fore average height of all trees had to be used. For
194 4 no height at all was recorded so 61 feet height
was estimated,

This .stand has a very small number of white pine
mixed in. The white pine is not included in the above
data. Actual total basal area per acre on the ground
is greater than the above dada indicates,
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Austrian pine, P inus austriaca, Lot 2a, Block1
7 ~n .w Forest, Ann Arbor, Vichigan, December,1948

Plate 1. Photograph of the stand
A, foot-rule is attached to one stem
for size comparison.
Nvote presence of some undergrowth,

Plate 2'. - Crown-c lesijre photograph



TABLE 4*-HISTORY OF PINUS PONDEROSA OF LOT 1, BLOCK 5,

SAGINAW FOREST, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN0

Lot planted in 1909 with 2-year seedlings.
Lot 1 contains 1.07 acres.

Year Average Before Number Average Basal
Height or of D.B.H. Area
of domi - After Trees of per
nant and Thin- per Stand Acre
Codomi- ning Acre
nant Trees

Square
Feet Inches Feet

1920 12 .1206

1925 20 * 1192 3.7 90.15

1930 26.5 * 1179 4.6 136.215

1935 32.5.* Before 965 5.4 154.953
After 799 5.8 144.907

1940 41.0 * Before 789 6.2 163.067
After 713 6.3 153.154

1945 47.0 Before 713 700 190.95
After 626 7.2 179.52

* Average heights of dominant and codominant trees
were not recorded for these peridds. However, aver-
age height of all trees in the stand and the ranges
of heights among standing, live trees were recorded
for all these periodsand dominant and codomisaat
heights were eatimated from this information.
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FIGURE 4

Western yellow pine, Pinus Donderosa, Lot 1, Block 5,
Saginaw Forest, Ann Arbor, Miohigan. December, 1943

Plate 1.-Photograph of the stand
A foot-rule is gttached to one stern
for size comparison.
Note persistant dead branches.

Plate 2.-Crown-closure photograph
Note complete use of overhead light,
indicating high stocking.
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TABLE 5,-HISTORY OF PINUS SYLVESTRIS STAND OF LOT 1,

BLOCK 1, SAGINAW FOREST, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN.

Lot planted in 1904 with 2-year seedlings.
Lot 1 contains 0.24 acre.

Year Average Before Number Average Basal
Height or of D.B.H. Area
of D&mi- After Trees of per
nant and. Thin- per Stand Acre
Codomi- ning Acre
nant Trees

Square
Feet Inches Feet

Thinned Plot

1916 23.0* Before 2444 2.5 83.59
After 1944 2.6 70.55

1920 30.0* Before 1708 3.3 101,3
After 1001 4.0 85.481

1925 40.0* Before 944 4.8 11668
After 555 585 90,472

1930 50.0* Before 555 6.3 119.848
After 458 6.7 109.597

1935 56,5* Before 458 7.4 137.194,
After . 430 7.7 129.083

1940 6291 Before 430 8.2 157.500
After 374 8.4 142.986

1945 65,5 Before 361 9o,3 170.972
After 319 9.5 157.60

Unthinned, Control Plot

1916 22.5* 2032 2.9 91.691
1920 28.0* 1800 3.6 127.13
1925 37.0* 1435 4e5 159.818
1930 45.0* 1017 5.6 171.581
1935 54,0* 891 6.4 . 204.145
1940 63.0 745 7.3 216.927
1945 67.3 672 8.2 250.618

* Average heights of dominant and codominant trees
were not recorded for these periods. However, average
height of all trees in the stand and the range of heights
of all trees in the stand were recorded for eight of these
periods and average dominant and codominant heights were
estimated from this data.
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FIGURE 5

Scotch p~ine, Pinus sylvestris, Lot 1, Block 1,
Sa -inaw Fore; t, Ann Arbor, Mpichigan. Decemiber, 1948

Fr o;.. 4 J . .

J 
/

qh x 1 n , _

Plate 1.- Pho tog raph of the stand
A foot-rule is attached to one stema
for size comparison.
Note crooked fora of sterns. This is
a defect apparently due to poor seed.



TABLE 6.-HISTORY OF PINUS PONDEROSA STAND OF LOT 5,

BLOCK 5, SAGINAW FOREST, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN.

Lot planted in 1909 with 2-myear seedlings.
Lot 5 contains 4.04 acres.

Year Average Before Number Average Basal
Height or of D.B.H. Area
of After Trees of per
Dominant Thin= per Stand Acre
and Codom- ning Acre-
inant
Trees-

Square
Feet Inches Feet

Thinned Plot

1940 38.0* Before 768 5.4 1249388
After 607 5.8 113.064

1945 48.1 Before 560 6.6 131.616'
After 489 6.8 125.106

Tnthinned, Control Plot

1935 32.5* 738 5.5 122.306

1940 39.5* 696 59.9 133,590

1945 48.0 622 6.5 .145.475

* Average heights of dominant and codominant trees
were not.recorded for these periods. However, aver-
age height of all trees in the stand and the range
of heights of all trees in the stand were recorded
for all these periods and average dominant and codom-
inant heights were estimated from this data,
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W~ester n yellow pine, Pinus ponlderosa, Lot 5, Block 5,
Sa inaw Forest, Ainn Arbor, Michigan, Dece mber,1948

fir-,, 3 ; ".

y

I I \ +,

Plate 1.- Photograph of the stand
A foot-rule is attached to one stein
for size comparison.

P1ate 2.- Crown-closure photograph
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TABLE 7 -YIELD TABLE FOR AVERAGET-QUALITY SITE,

PINE AND SPRUCE, CENTRAL SWEDEN *

Medium to heavy Danish Yype thinnings
have been applied.

Reproduction method used: clearcutting
with scattered seed trees and sowing in

prepared spots.

Age Average
in height
years in

feet

Average
diameter
in
inches

Basal
area
per acre
in-
square
feet

Total
number
of
trees
per
acre

Number
oftrees
per acre
removed
during fore.-

going 10 years

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

110

120

18

27

34

43

48

53

57

60

63

65

66

1.6

3.0

4.4

5.6

6.5

7,3

8.2

9.0

9,7

10.5

11.2

. 41

63

76

87

96

101

107

110

112'

114

116

3,030

1,275

720

515

420

348

291

251

219

190

170

......

1,755

555

205

95

72

57

40

32

29

20

Now

* Taken from The ractice of
R.C. Hawley, p. 192.

Silviculture by
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. TABLE 8.-STAND TABLES ROR SECOND-GROWTH-f LONGLEAF PINE

IN FULLY-STOCKED, NORMAL STANDS *

Age in Number of Basal Area Average Average
Years Trees per per Acre in Diameter Height of

Acre Square Feet of Domi- Domingnt
nant Trees in
Trees in Feet
Inches

SITE INDEX 50

20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

100

1410
900
625
505
430
375
335
300
275

64
78
88
95

100
104
106
108
109

3.9
5.4
6.4-
7.3
8.0
8.7
902
9.7

10..2

26
37
45
50
55
58
61
63
65

SITE INDEX 100

20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

100

790
500
355
285.
240
20 5
185
165
155

114
140
158
170
179
185
189
192
194

6.5
8.6

1084
11.8
12.9
13.9
1487
15.4
16,0

52
74
89

100
109
117
123
127
129

I* Wahlenberg, W.G.., Longleaf Pine, Charles
Lathrop Pack Forestry Foundation, publishers,

- Washington, D.C., First Edition, 1946
pp. 290"295.
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